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President’s Message

What’s Hot in the New Millennium? 
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I

ALAN J.
SEDLEY
SFVBA President

 AM PLEASED TO REPORT 
 that our new Mentorship Program  
 is off and running. You can read 
about it on page 14 of this issue. As I 
have shared with you, a major goal of 
this program is to expose lawyers, both 
new attorneys as well as experienced, 
veteran lawyers to areas of practice 
otherwise unfamiliar to them.
  The purpose is to provide insight 
(delivered in meetings with a mentor) 
and resources to the lawyer about an 
area of practice, enabling him or her 
to decide whether this practice area 
would be a useful or gratifying area of 
law to add to an existing law practice, 
or perhaps provide to the lawyer 
who is dissatisfi ed, discouraged or 
disillusioned with his or her present 
practice a fresh, new start and an 
opportunity to discover a passion for 
the practice of law, a concept unfamiliar 
to too many practitioners.

The theme for this month’s Valley 
Lawyer turns the focus to labor and 
employment law. To say that this area 
of law is hot is a gross understatement.
  What then makes labor and 
employment law practice so enticing, 
so desirable, so hot in the new 
millennium? Well, for one thing, our 
persistent ailing economy, business 
downsizing, a declining or (at best) fl at 
job market, and increased government 
enforcement has resulted in a dramatic 
increase in employment lawsuits. In 
a strong economy (a now-unfamiliar 
concept), employees fi nd new jobs 
quickly and are less inclined to fi le 
employment-related claims. However, 
discharged and unemployed workers 
facing fi nancial ruin are more motivated 
to pursue litigation.
  Moreover, litigation rises in an 
economic downturn as government 
regulators step up enforcement, and 
organizations are more apt to fi le 
lawsuits to collect on money owed. 
Not surprisingly, a recent litigation 

trends survey found that labor and 
employment disputes are predicted 
to account for a signifi cant number of 
those lawsuits.
  Whether choosing to represent 
labor (employee) or management 
(employer), the labor and employment 
lawyer has the benefi t of an ever-
changing landscape of laws and 
regulations, providing plaintiff counsel 
a wide spectrum of potential causes 
of action to pursue for a disgruntled 
employee, while affording management 
counsel a never-ending supply 
of issues and policies to navigate 
on the employers’ behalf, not to 
mention drafting frequent and often 
comprehensive updates to the clients’ 
employment policies and procedures 
manual.
  Given the growing regulatory 
component associated with labor 
and employment law, it is not at all 
surprising that both the disgruntled 
employee and the overwhelmed 
employer seek counsels’ advice, 
consultation and in the case of disputes, 
litigation services. Indeed, this area 
of law is wide in scope and breadth. 
Issues involve the interpretation and 
evaluation of a wide variety of laws 
and regulations, an exhaustive list 
which include: Title VII of the Civil 
Rights Act of 1964, the Civil Rights 
Act of 1991, the Equal Pay Act, the 
Age Discrimination in Employment 
Act, the Americans with Disabilities 
Act of 1990, the Family and Medical 
Leave Act of 1993, the Fair Labor 
Standards Act, the WARN Act, Labor-
Management Reporting and Disclosure 
Act of 1959, the Migrant and Seasonal 
Agricultural Worker Protection Act, the 
Uniformed Services Employment and 
Reemployment Rights Act of 1994, and 
many other federal and state laws.
  In the context of discharged 
employees, an event which gives rise 
to most employment law litigation 
matters, and prior to 1988, it was 

commonplace (and somewhat lucrative 
for plaintiff and counsel), particularly 
for an employee without a written 
contract (most), to bring a tort action 
under the doctrine of “breach of the 
implied covenant of good faith and 
fair dealing,” which represented an 
extension of insurance law to the 
employment arena. Thereafter, and 
following the California Supreme 
Court’s landmark holding in Foley v. 
Interactive Data, that tort remedy was 
no longer available in the employment 
context.
  Hence, we saw a rapid and 
signifi cant reliance by plaintiffs and 
counsel of the various claims under 
the umbrella of discrimination as the 
wrongful cause for termination, i.e., 
age, race, religion, sex and physical 
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disability to name a few. Added to the 
multitude of discrimination claims 
are alleged public policy violations, 
including retaliation (including 
whistleblower and qui tam claims).
  Such litigation, while often leading 
to large settlements and verdicts (those 
deemed having merit) are expensive 
both to prosecute and defend, time-
intensive and can exact a signifi cant 
toll on the discharged employee, the 
employer’s staff and in particular, 
plaintiff’s former colleagues who are 
often called to testify. Such testifying 
colleagues are frequently emotionally 
torn between rendering testimony that 
would be favorable to their friend, 
versus the desire to keep their job.
  Finally, the attorney often fi nds him 
or herself counseling the client, be it 
the discharged employee or employer. 
As I had the opportunity to represent 
both sides throughout the years of 
practice, I can attest to the need to 
counsel, sooth—and above all—provide 
objectivity to the fi red, humiliated 
employee who most often believes that 
he or she gave their work duties “their 
all,” and were wrongfully terminated. 
Sometimes the attorney views the claim 
as having merit, but oftentimes must tell 
the prospective client that though now 
unemployed, they have no sustainable 
claim.
  On the other hand, and as a prelude 
to the necessity of providing a defense 
in a lawsuit, the management lawyer 
often assumes a role of counseling 
the client in a preventative sense; 
avoid claims brought by employees by 
understanding the law, observe wage 
and hour guidelines and train upper 
level management to understand and 
appreciate the pitfalls of conduct that 
could be construed as harassment, 
abuse and hostile to the work 
environment.
  Not covered in this discussion 
are other aspects to this vast body 
of practice, including labor relations 
law (union disputes) and worker’s 
compensation law. All in all, the 
practice of labor and employment law 
offers the practitioner a broad and 
challenging practice. 

Alan J. Sedley can be reached at 
Alan.Sedley@HPMedCenter.com.
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From the Executive
Director

Access to Fastcase
ELIZABETH POST
Executive Director

   HERE IS ONE BENEFIT THAT SEPARATES THE SAN FERNANDO
   Valley Bar Association from all other bar associations in Los Angeles   
   County and across Southern California–members’ free access to Fastcase, 
the comprehensive online law library.
  Fastcase’s libraries include primary law from all 50 states, as well as deep 
federal coverage going back to 1 U.S. 1, 1 F.2d 1, 1 F.Supp. 1 and 1 B.R. 1. 
The Fastcase collection includes cases, statutes, regulations, court rules and 
constitutions. Fastcase also provides access to a newspaper archives, legal forms 
and a one-stop PACER search of federal fi lings through its content partners.
  Fastcase’s libraries are searchable, just like you search the web or traditional 
legal research services–by keyword (or “Boolean” search), natural language 
search or citation lookup. According to its website, what makes Fastcase’s 
solution so much smarter is its tools that fi nd the best answers fast. Because 
Fastcase is the only legal research system that sorts the best results to the top of 
the list (like Google), you can fi nd the most important cases right away (at the 
top), no matter how many search results you get. 

Free MCLE Webinars
Fastcase provides free live training webinars so that SFVBA members can learn 
how to use Fastcase. The following MCLE webinars have been scheduled this 
spring for SFVBA members: 

Introduction to Fastcase (March 5 at 12:30 p.m., April 9 at 7:00 a.m. and 
May 7 at 10:00 a.m.)

Boolean (Keyword) Search for Lawyers (March 26 at 12:30 p.m., April 30 
at 7:00 a.m. and May 28 at 10:00 a.m.)

Advanced Tips for Enhanced Legal Research on Fastcase (March 7 at 12:30 p.m., 
April 4 at 7:00 a.m. and May 9 at 10:00 a.m.)

  Fastcase has added a new webinar in 2012 aimed specifi cally at paralegals. 
While this webinar does not offer MCLE credit, it is a great way to bolster 
Fastcase research skills. The webinar is available on March 6 at 12:30 p.m., April 
3 at 7:00 a.m. and May 1 at 10:00 a.m.
  Members can sign up for one of the webinars above at www.fastcase.com/
webinars. Just select the webinars for the San Fernando Valley Bar Association on 
that page. 

iPhone App
Fastcase for the iPhone is the largest free law library on the iPhone and it uses 
smart search technology from Fastcase’s fully-featured web-based legal research 
application. The application is free, but you will need to register for an account so 
that you can save favorites and your own customized search history. 

To activate Fastcase, SFVBA members can simply click the Fastcase logo on the 
Bar’s website at www.sfvba.org. 

T

Liz Post can be contacted at epost@sfvba.org or (818) 227-0490,  ext. 101.

If you own any type 
of permanent 
life insurance 

policy, a policy 
audit will:

Call or email us to learn more 
about our process, or visit 
www.Life-Insurance-Audit.com

 Assure policy is 
still meeting 
objectives

 Identify potential 
dangers or 

de ciencies

 Benchmark
potential

improvements

 Create a plan and 
path to achieve 

policy goals

Thinking you are 
covered is not the 
same as being.

The Life Insurance Audit™

1-800-914-3564 x12
inquiry@corpstrat.com
www.CorpStrat.com

CA Lic. 0C24367
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It’s Your 
REPUTATION.

23822 West Valencia Boulevard, Suite 201  |  Valencia, California 91355  |  Telephone 661.799.3899  |  opolaw.com

Above 1 Million
$35 million settlement with large 
grocery store chain that failed to 
maintain parking lot light pole which 
fell and caused major brain damage 
to 11-year old girl
Case Referred by:
Insurance defense lawyer
Referral Fee: Paid

$14.7 million verdict against 
manufacturer of defective gymnastics 
mat which caused paralysis in 17-year-
old boy
Case Referred by: 
Personal Injury lawyer
Referral Fee: Paid

$12.5 million verdict against home 
for the elderly that failed to protect 
a 94 year old women with dementia 
from being raped by a cook on the 
premises
Case Referred by: 
Personal Injury lawyer
Referral Fee: Paid

Up to 1 Million
$875,000 settlement with driver/
owner of 15-passanger van at L.A.X. 
whose side mirror struck pedestrian 
in head
Case Referred by: 
Personal Injury lawyer
Referral Fee: Paid

$175,000 verdict against 
manufacturer of defective door/hatch 
causing broken wrist
Case Referred by: 
Transaction lawyer
Referral Fee: Paid

$175,000 verdict against police 
department in Inland Empire for 
excessive force
Case Referred by: 
Sole Practitioner
Referral Fee: Paid

Up to $100,000
$100,000 settlement of truck v. auto 
accident
Case Referred by: 
Family Law Lawyer
Referral Fee: Paid

$73,500 settlement with Wal-Mart 
when improperly maintained flower 
cooler leaked on floor causing 
plaintiff to fall
Case Referred by: 
Family Law Lawyer
Referral Fee: Paid

It’s More Than Just 
a Referral.

15760 Ventura Blvd., 7th Floor
Encino, CA 91436

661.254.9799

1875 Century City Park East, Suite 700
#787, Los Angeles, CA 90067

661.254.9909

1150 South Olive Street, Suite 2000
#445, Los Angeles, CA 90015

661.255.5200

“Call me directly to discuss any 

personal injury cases which you are 

interested in referring to our firm. My 

personal number is 661-254-9798”

Greg Owen

Visit our website opolaw.com

Over the last 31 years, our referral lawyers have entrusted thousands of personal injury cases to our firm. 
The cases set forth below are a sampling of results achieved in three value catagories on behalf of referring 
lawyers and their clients:



By Client Communications Committee

The SFVBA established the Client Communications Committee to address the number one reason for client 
discontent―need for better communication―and reduce negative contacts with the State Bar. The Committee, 
a volunteer group of a dozen veteran practitioners in wide-ranging fi elds of law, answers written questions from 
attorney members regarding problems they observed or dealt with that may have been avoided by better attorney-
client communication. Responses are published anonymously in Valley Lawyer.

Ethics and Professional Conduct 
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RICHARD F. SPERLING, ESQ.

• Complex, contested, and 
   collaborative family law matters

• Mediations

• Member, Los Angeles Collaborative 
   Family Law Association

   International Academy of Collaborative 
   Professionals
  

 

 

 

    

Sperling & Associates 
5743 Corsa Avenue, Suite 116
Westlake Village, CA 91362
(818) 991-0345 • sperlinglaw@hotmail.com

• Professor of Law:

 Southern California Institute of Law  
 California State University, Northridge

  SFVBA Communications Committee is supposed to
  help us avoid problems with clients. When will we 
learn about the ethics of communication? 

  For attorneys, “ethics” has at least two connotations. 
  Its negative aspect suggests lawyers who are disciplined 
by the State Bar for their conduct, whether professional, 
criminal or personal-social. Its more positive application is 
the professional responsibility all lawyers owe to the public, 
their clients and the profession itself, that is, the “high road”.
 The Committee’s previous responses to inquiries 
attempted to show the close connection between client 
communications (or defi ciencies therein) and reasonable 
attitudes and expectations of clients in relation to those 
communications. Present inquiry impliedly seeks to look 
more closely at the negative or disciplinary and liability 
downsides for communication shortfalls.

Start with the Rules
A good place to start is with rules. California’s Rule of 
Professional Conduct 3-510 requires lawyers to promptly 
communicate to the client all terms and conditions of any 
offer made in a criminal matter and only if there is a written 
offer in all other matters. The discussion has no mandate 
but notes that oral offers in a civil matter should also be 
communicated if they are signifi cant for the purposes of Rule 
3-500.
 By way of contrast, the American Bar Association 
Rules, which prevail in all states in the United States except 
California, comments that “a lawyer who receives from 
opposing counsel an offer of settlement in a civil controversy 
or a proffered plea bargain in a criminal case must promptly 
inform the client of its substance.”
 Five years ago, the California Supreme Court and 
legislature both commissioned a fi ve year program to revise 
California rules to conform them more in line with either the 
ABA Rules or the American Law Institute’s Restatement of the 
Law Governing Lawyers. The Restatement continues its long 
standing tradition of citing the majority view in the United 
States. The Restatement, however, is geared to common 
law and not administrative law, which is the rule-based 
law of attorney discipline. However, unlike the wide chasm 
California enjoys between professional negligence (legal 
malpractice) and professional responsibility/lawyer discipline, 
the Restatement tends to parallel ABA conduct rules.
 The California Conduct Rule Revision Commission 
completed their assignment and generally proposed to make 
our rules the longest, most convoluted in the country, but 
did make some attempts to narrow the gap. The Supreme 
Court presently has their proposal under consideration but it 
seems unlikely California will join the rest of the country. In 

spite of this dichotomy, graduating law students are required 
to take and pass the Multistate Professional Responsibility 
Examination along with passing the Bar Exam so they never 
quite get the opportunity to have the question raised by 
present inquiry answered in law school.
 As far as ethical rules are concerned, California is, in 
some respects, the most liberal state in the United States. By 
liberal, we mean, it’s the most lawyer protective and least 
likely to support clients laying such claims against their 
attorneys before the State Bar. Rule of Professional Conduct 
3-500 is our basic communication rule. It only requires 
that a lawyer “shall keep a client reasonably informed 
about signifi cant developments relating to the employment 
or representation, including promptly complying with 
reasonable requests for information and copies of signifi cant 
documents when necessary to keep the client so informed.”
 In its discussion, the rule states that a lawyer “will not 
be disciplined for failing to communicate insignifi cant or 
irrelevant information” since the rule “is not intended to 

Q:

A:
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change a (lawyer’s) duties to his or her clients.” Duties of 
Attorneys are set out in Business & Professions Code §6068, 
which is part of the State Bar Act. Only subsection (m) deals 
with communication. Since the rule was copied from the 
statute, its requirements and language are about the same.
 Note that the qualifi er “signifi cant,” like its anonym 
“insignifi cant,” leaves a huge question mark for anyone 
seriously concerned with compliance. What is signifi cant to 
the client may look nothing like what a case-hardened, jaded 
lawyer might consider signifi cant. The rule provides no clue as 
to signifi cant to whom?

California Rules, Statutes and Mandates
By way of contrast, ABA Rule 1.4 which the rest of the country 
follows, requires promptly informing a client of any decision 
or circumstance requiring the client’s informed consent, 
consultation with the client as to the means of achieving the 
client’s objectives or any relevant limitation on what the lawyer 
can do based on ethical constraints on the lawyer as well as the 
few things California requires. The critical difference is that in 
California, an attorney can be discipline free (no professional 
responsibility violation) and still need to put his or her errors 
and omissions carrier on notice of committing malpractice for 
insuffi cient communication (professional liability violation).
 ABA Rule 1.4 mandates that “A lawyer shall explain a 
matter to the extent reasonably necessary to permit the client 
to make informed decisions regarding representation.” The 
ABA rule expressly mandates informed consent for any “client 
decision or circumstance” and defi nes informed consent as “the 
agreement to a proposed course of conduct after the lawyer 
has communicated adequate information and explanation 
about the material risks of and reasonably available alternatives 
to the proposed course of conduct.”
 Although California ethical rules and statutes have 
no informed consent requirement comparable to the rest 
of the country, our common law has substantially similar 
requirements. “Adequacy of communication depends in 
part on the kind of assistance involved. For example, in 
negotiations where there is time to explain a proposal, the 
lawyer should review all important provisions with the client 
before proceeding to an agreement. In litigation the lawyer 
should explain the general strategy and prospects of success—
the information to be provided is that appropriate for a client 
who is a comprehending and responsible adult.” 5 Witkin, 
Cal. Procedure, 5th ed., p 519. See Lysick v Walcom (1968) 
258 Cal App 2d 136); Sharp v Nex Entertainment (2008) 163 
Cal App 4th 410; Neel v Magana (1971) 6 Cal 3d 176.
 Cobbs v Grant (1978) 8 Cal 3d 229, following national 
unanimity implementing Justice Cardozo’s 1914 articulation 
of requisite informed consent for a professional’s patients, 
essentially establishes the same risk-benefi t analysis set forth in 
ABA’s defi nition of informed consent, supra.
 The above covers the principal basics of the ethics of 
communication. Future responses will deal with other aspects 
of communication, which likewise have both disciplinary 
and liability aspects. They will cover soliciting clients, lawyer 
advertising, misleading and patently fraudulent representations 
and other areas of attorney-client communications. 

Written questions may be submitted to epost@sfvba.org or 
SFVBA Client Communications Committee, 21250 Califa Street, 
Ste. 113, Woodland Hills, CA 91367. The opinions of the Client 
Communications Committee are those of its members and not 
those of the Association.
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 N GREEK MYTHOLOGY, MENTOR  
 was a friend of Odysseus. When  
 Odysseus left for the Trojan War,
he placed Mentor in charge of his 
palace and his son, Telemachus. The 
goddess Athena visited Telemachus, 
disguised as Mentor. In this disguise, 
she encouraged Telemachus to stand 
up against evil suitors of his mother 
Penelope, and to go abroad to fi nd out 
what happened to his father. When 
Odysseus returned, Athena appeared 
briefl y in the form of Mentor again at 
Odysseus’ palace.
 Because of Mentor’s relationship with 
Telemachus, and the disguised Athena’s 
encouragement and practical plans 
for dealing with personal dilemmas, 
the name Mentor has been adopted in 
English as a term meaning someone 
who imparts wisdom to and shares 
knowledge with a less experienced 
colleague.

  

 It’s no secret that a mentor 
relationship can help guide a 
law student or budding attorney 
throughout their legal career, as well 
as have impactful and long-lasting 
effects in the lives of the mentor and 
mentee. At his installation at the start 
of this Bar year, SFVBA President 
Alan Sedley described his journey as 
a lawyer. After many years of practice, 
he felt something less than complete 
fulfi llment. Then he was introduced to 
a new area of law, which he explored 
and developed a deep enthusiasm for. 
This revitalized his affection for the 
practice of law.
  The San Fernando Valley Bar 
Association has launched the SFVBA 
Mentoring Program so that new lawyers 
can benefi t from the opportunity to 
have a professional relationship with 
an experienced lawyer in their fi eld, 
and that some experienced, less-than-

satisfi ed lawyers can benefi t from 
the opportunity to explore other 
areas of law. The SFVBA envisions its 
program as an opportunity to advance 
professional associations among lawyers 
in the Valley. The Mentoring Program 
seeks to:

Connect new and veteran lawyers in 
particular fi elds of law, allowing new 
lawyers to benefi t from the wisdom 
of experienced colleagues, and serve 
as resources to each other.

Expose lawyers who may not feel 
complete fulfi llment in an area of 
practice to other law practice areas, 
and enthusiastic lawyers in those 
fi elds.

Continuously improve the quality 
and enthusiasm for the practice 
of law in the Valley through the 
sharing of knowledge.

Introduce Valley lawyers to other 
members of the Bar and Bench.

  Sedley and President Elect David 
Gurnick, chair of the Mentoring 
Program Taskforce, were instrumental 
in the creation and implementation 
of the Mentoring Program. Other 
Taskforce members are Barry Kurtz, 
Charles Shultz, Jerome Fogel and 
Tiffany Feder.

The Mentee and Mentor PairThe Mentee and Mentor Pair
“While there are no ‘rules’ or 
‘measuring sticks’ to guide us to the 
perfect mentee, two particular types 
of mentees jump out right away. The 
fi rst is the established attorney who 
is dissatisfi ed with his or her practice 
area in law to the point that daily work 
becomes a joyless or unchallenging 
burden each and every day, and would 
be willing to learn from an established 
attorney the challenges, nuances and 
rewards found in a new area(s) of law,” 
explains Sedley.
  “At the other end of the spectrum, I 
envision a good mentee candidate to be 
a newly-licensed lawyer, who perhaps 
enjoyed studying law in school, but 
graduated without a clue as to what 
specialty he or she might have a passion 
to practice.”
  Sedley believes the mentor can 
help the mentee discover his specialty, 
“perhaps by discussing the mentee’s 
interests and passions outside of 
law, and relating and applying it to 
a specifi c area of law.” Sedley gives 
the example of a mentee who likes to 

I
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perform in high school plays may fi nd 
an entertainment lawyer as the perfect 
mentor.

New Attorney to Seasoned New Attorney to Seasoned 
AttorneyAttorney
A professional may start off working in 
the recruiting fi eld as a recruiter, and 
then later obtain a juris doctorate, but 
unsure how to best utilize their work 
experience, education and talents. The 
SFVBA Mentoring Program would 
connect such a legal professional with 
an employment law attorney who may 
be able to provide career path guidance
  Gurnick believes it’s important 
for established attorneys to mentor 
new ones. He says, “So much law 
resides in the minds of lawyers and 
judges and how we practice our 
profession. The law and precepts 
and practices are passed from a 
generation of lawyers to the next.”
  Gurnick describes mentoring 
as an important way for seasoned, 
experienced, capable lawyers to instill 
the highest and best qualities in newer 
members of the legal profession.
  Gurnick had several mentors that 
were instrumental to his career as a 
lawyer. “From my fi rst day, a great 
business and franchising lawyer, Marty 
Fern, invested a lot of time, care, 
energy and affection mentoring me 
how to draft, and provide fi rst class 
service to clients. A few years later a 
great business litigator, David Laufer, 
mentored me as well,” shares Gurnick.
  “Even as an experienced lawyer I 
am still mentored, for the past eight 
years, by terrifi c lawyers I look up to 
at the Lewitt Hackman fi rm. My focus 
on franchising law and how I try to 
provide great client service and zealous 
practical advocacy can be traced largely 
to learning from what mentors have 
shared.”

One Practice to AnotherOne Practice to Another
“The idea of changing one’s established 
practice to another area of law is a 
daunting and troubling proposition,” 
says Sedley. “After all, the very thought 
of it conjures up images of hours spent 
learning new laws and procedures, not 
to mention the impact such a transition 
will undoubtedly have on one’s 
income in the short term. Even adding 
a new focus or areas of law to one’s 
existing practice cannot be successfully 
accomplished without serious focus and 
dedication.”

  Sedley continues, “The mentor, an 
attorney specifi cally chosen because 
he or she demonstrates a passion 
for area(s) of law practice, will be 
instrumental in calming and settling 
the mentee’s initial trepidation at the 
‘unknown’ by reinforcing the mentee’s 
passions, skills and interests for this 
new practice by sharing the excitement 
and enthusiasm the mentor has for this 
particular legal expertise.”
  Sedley’s health law mentor did 
precisely that as she calmed his initial 
reluctance to make such an extreme 

shift in practice. Sharing her infectious 
passion for the practice of health law 
resonated with Sedley.

Does Mentoring Really Work?Does Mentoring Really Work?
Flexibility will enable the SFVBA 
Mentoring Program to satisfy needs of 
mentors and mentees. The mentoring 
relationship should facilitate frequent 
discussions about practicing law 
and careers in the legal profession. 
SFVBA mentors may need to provide 
encouragement, support and 
affi rmation. They may also be called 
on to give suggestions on available 
resources and allow their mentee to 
explore new ideas and to inquire about 

interacting with judges, adversaries and 
colleagues, ethical matters, dealing with 
diffi cult clients and work-life balance.
  Mentors will gain insight and 
receive the satisfaction of giving back 
to the law profession. Suggested 
mentorship activities include meetings 
over breakfast, lunch or coffee; periodic 
phone conversations and emails; and 
invitations from mentors to SFVBA 
events to introduce mentees to other 
members of the Bar.
  The SFVBA is confi dent in its new 
mentoring program and places a high 
value on mentoring for all involved 
parties. Sedley says, “Though it sounds 
like a cliché, it is nevertheless accurate 
to say that if we learn that one (new 
or established) attorney discovers his 
or her passion for a newly discovered 
practice area of law through the help 
of a mentor and makes a successful 
transition (or a new focus to an ongoing 
practice), we will have created a 
successful program.”
  Attorneys who would like to 
become involved in the SFVBA 
Mentoring Program are encouraged to 
contact Executive Director Liz Post at 
epost@sfvba.org or (818) 227-0490, 
ext. 101. An application to become a 
mentee or mentor can be downloaded 
from the SFVBA’s website. 

Angela M. Hutchinson celebrates 
four years as the Editor of SFVBA’s 
Valley Lawyer magazine. She works as 
a communications 
consultant, helping 
businesses and non-
profi t organizations 
develop and execute 
media and marketing 
initiatives. She can be 
reached at editor@
sfvba.org.
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The SFVBA is confi dent in 
its new mentoring program 

and places a high value 
on mentoring for 

all involved parties.”
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   NUMBER OF NEW EMPLOYMENT-RELATED
   bills that Governor Brown approved became law on
   January 1, 2012. The new employment regulations 
consist of signifi cant changes for California employers. 
As with any new legislation, businesses must bring their 
employment policies and practices into compliance.

Wage Theft Prevention Act of 2011 (AB 469)
California’s Wage Theft Prevention Act of 2011 (“Act”) took 
effect on January 1, 2012. The Act gives greater protection to 
employees, and makes changes in the way most workers are 
notifi ed of basic employment information.
  The Act amends existing employment laws (California 
Labor Code sections 98, 226, 240, 243, 1174, and 1197.1) 
and adds new requirements (Labor Code sections 200.5, 
1194.3, 1197.2, 1206, and 2810.5) which criminalizes 
willful violations for non-payment of wages after a court 
judgment or fi nal administrative order; requires restitution 
to the employee in addition to a civil penalty for failure to 
pay minimum wages; extends the time period for obtaining 
judgments on fi nal orders for collection of penalties by the 
California Division of Labor Standards Enforcement (DLSE); 
enhances bond requirements for employers with convictions 
or court judgments for non-payment of wages including 
requiring an accounting of assets upon request by DLSE or 
court order; establishes that penalties under the Labor Code 
for failure to comply with wage-related statutes are minimum 
penalties; and allows employees to recover attorney’s fees 
and costs incurred to enforce a judgment for unpaid wages.

Labor Code Section 2810.5
The provision in the Act that will be of most immediate 
concern for California employers is the new Labor Code 
section 2810.5. This statute requires that private sector 
employers provide a written form notice to newly hired 
non-exempt employees, and to current non-exempt 
employees when changes occur, about their wages and other 
employment-related information. This “Notice to Employee” 
requirement is codifi ed as California Labor Code Section 
2810.5.
  Labor Code section 2810.5 specifi cally requires that 
all employees hired on or after January 1, 2012 must 
receive the Notice to Employee at the time of hiring, with 
the following exceptions: (1) governmental/public sector 

employees; (2) employees who are exempt from the payment 
of overtime wages under the California Labor Code and 
the Wage Orders of the Industrial Welfare Commission 
(e.g., employees properly classifi ed as professional, 
executive, or administrative, outside salespersons, and some 
employees who receive more than half their compensation 
in commissions); and (3) employees who are covered by a 
Union collective bargaining agreement if the agreement states 
working conditions of the employee, and if the agreement 
provides premium wage rates for all overtime hours worked 
and a regular hourly rate of pay for those employees of not 
less than 30 percent more than the state minimum wage.
  Labor Code section 2810.5 also requires that the 
employer notify covered employees, in writing of any 
changes to the information set forth in the Notice To 
Employee within seven calendar days after the time of the 
changes, unless all changes are refl ected on a timely itemized 
wage statement (i.e., paystub) furnished in accordance with 
Labor Code section 226, or notifi cation of all changes is 
provided in another writing required by law within seven 
days of the changes.
  If the wage rate is the only change, a Notice to Employee 
is not required where there is an increase in a rate and the 
new rate is shown on the itemized wage statement with the 
next payment of wages.
  Per Labor Code section 2810.5, the Notice to Employee 
must contain at least the following information:

rate or rates of pay and basis thereof, whether paid 
by the hour, shift, day, week, salary, piece, commission
or otherwise, including any rates for overtime, 
as applicable

allowances, if any, claimed as part of the minimum wage, 
including meal or lodging allowances

regular payday designated by the employer in accordance 
with the requirements of the Labor Code

name of the employer, including any “doing business as” 
(“dba”) names used by the employer

physical address of the employer’s main offi ce or 
principal place of business and a mailing address, if 
different

A

By Ken Rose
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telephone number of the employer

name, address and telephone number of the employer’s 
workers’ compensation insurance carrier

  Moreover, the statute authorizes the Notices to Employee 
to include any other information that the California Labor 
Commissioner “deems material and necessary.”
  Employers may use any form of written notice provided 
it contains all the required information specifi ed in Labor 
Code section 2810.5. The Act instructed the California Labor 
Commissioner to issue a template format for employers’ 
optional use to comply with Labor Code Section 2810.5. 
In accordance with that directive, the Labor Commissioner 
prepared a template Notice to Employee, and published it on 
the California Department of Industrial Relations’ website.
  The template is available in six languages in both Word 
and PDF formats. Concurrently, the Labor Commissioner’s 
Division of Labor Standards Enforcement (“DLSE”) issued 
Frequently Asked Questions on the new Notice to Employee 
requirement.
  The Labor Commissioner’s template Notice to Employee 
includes additional items of information not particularized in 
Labor Code section 2810.5. Among the added categories of 
information in the Labor Commissioner template that are not 
specifi ed in Labor Code section 2810.5 are the following:

hire date and position

business form of employer–corporation, partnership, etc.

identity of any other entities used to hire employees 
or administer wages or benefi ts, excluding recruiting 
services or payroll services

whether the employment agreement is oral or written

workers’ compensation policy number or certifi cate 
number for permissible self-insurance

name and signature of the employee and the date the 
notice was received and signed

name and signature of the employer representative 
providing the notice and the date notice is provided

  Whether the template is intended as an indirect 
statement from the Labor Commissioner that these add-
ons are now required under its “[a]ny other information 
the Labor Commissioner deems material and necessary” 
authority, is not clear. Obviously, the prudent course of 
action for employers is to assume for now that all of the 
information on the Labor Commissioner’s template form 
should be included in whatever Notice to Employee format 
the employer elects to use.
  The penalty for non-compliance is not specifi ed in the 
Act, and, presumably, the penalties contained in the Labor 
Code Private Attorneys General Act of 2004 (“PAGA”), Labor 
Code sections 2699 (f)(1) (2), apply. The PAGA penalties are 
$100 per employee per pay period for the initial violation 
and $200 per pay period per employee for subsequent 
violations.

New Restrictions on Employers’ Use of Credit Reports (AB 22)
Many employers want to obtain employees’ and applicants’ 
credit information as part of their hiring processes and 

for other employment-related reasons. Assembly Bill 22, 
which took effect on January 1, 2012, signifi cantly restricts 
employers’ ability to procure credit reports. The new law 
specifi cally applies to credit checks and does not address 
criminal record and other background checks.
  This bill generally prohibits employers from using 
an applicant’s or employee’s credit history in making 
employment decisions. Prior to this legislation, employers 
could request a credit report for employment purposes if 
they provided prior written notice of the request to the 
person for whom the report was sought.
  This bill signifi cantly changes prior law by prohibiting 
employers, other than some fi nancial institutions, from 
using credit reports for employment purposes unless the 
report is used for one of the following limited purposes: (1) a 
managerial position; (2) position in the State Department of 
Justice; (3) a sworn peace offi cer or other law enforcement; 
(4) a position for which the information contained in 
the report is required by law to be disclosed or obtained; 
(5) a position that involves regular access to confi dential 
information such as credit card account information, social 
security number or date of birth; (6) a position in which the 
person can enter into fi nancial transactions on behalf of the 
company; (7) a position that involves access to confi dential 
or proprietary information; or (8) a position that involves 
regular access to cash totaling $10,000 or more of the 
employer, a customer, or client during the workday.

State and Local Governments Cannot Require Employers to 
Use E-Verify to Confi rm Employees’ Legal Worker Status 
(AB 1236)
The E-Verify Program of the United States Department 
of Homeland Security, in partnership with the United 
States Social Security Administration, enables participating 
employers to use the program, on a voluntary basis, to verify 
that the employees they hire are authorized to work in the 
United States.
  This bill prohibits the state, or a city, county, or special 
district, from requiring an employer other than one of 
those government entities to use an electronic employment 
verifi cation system except when required by federal law or 
as a condition of receiving federal funds. This new law does 
not prohibit employers to use E-Verify to confi rm employees’ 
work eligibility, but merely bars cities or counties from 
requiring private employers to do so.

Prohibition of Employers’ Interference with Employee 
Leaves of Absence Under the California Family Rights Act 
and the Pregnancy Disability Leave Law (AB 592)
  The California Family Rights Act and the Pregnancy 
Disability Leave Law prohibits an employer from denying 
an eligible employee’s request for leave to care for a family 
member with a serious health condition, to bond with 
a child, to attend to the employee’s own serious health 
condition, or for disability due to pregnancy or childbirth.
  This bill additionally makes it explicit that it is unlawful 
for an employer to interfere with, or restrain the exercise or 
attempted exercise of, any right provided to an employee 
under the California Family Rights Act and Pregnancy 
Disability Leave Law. This new law amends sections 12945 
and 12945.2 of the California Government Code.

Expansion of Fair Employment and Housing Act to Include 
Discrimination on Basis of Genetic Information (SB 559)
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This bill adds discrimination “on the basis of genetic 
information” as another protected class under the California 
Fair Employment and Housing Act (FEHA). Genetic 
information is broadly defi ned, and includes information 
relating to an individual employee’s genetic tests, the genetic 
tests of the employee’s family members and the manifestation 
of a disease or disorder in the employee’s family members. 
Under the new law, discrimination in hiring or employment 
based on any of these characteristics would be considered 
a violation of law. This bill amends Section 12921 of the 
California Government Code.

New Consequences for Willful Misclassifi cation of 
Employees as Independent Contractors (SB 459)
Intentional and willful misclassifi cation of employees 
as independent contractors has become an increasing 
problem in the United States, and certainly in California. 
Existing law provides extensive protections relating to 
the employee-employer relationship. When companies 
misclassify workers as independent contractors instead of 
employees, these workers do not receive standard worker 
protections mandated by existing law. These existing legal 
protections relate to wage standards, workers’ compensation, 
employment contracts, working conditions and many other 
issues.
  This new law ups the ante for employers with respect 
to independent contractor misclassifi cation issues. The 
bill prohibits willful misclassifi cation of individuals 
as independent contractors. The law defi nes willful 
misclassifi cation as “avoiding employee status for an 
individual by voluntarily and knowingly misclassifying that 
individual as an independent contractor.”

  Employers also will no longer be permitted to make 
deductions from contractors’ pay that could not be made 
if the contractors were employees. The bill authorizes the 
California Labor Commissioner to issue determinations that 
a person or employer has violated these prohibitions with 
regard to an individual fi ling a complaint, and to assess 
civil and liquidated damages against a person or employer 
based on a determination that the person or employer has 
violated these provisions. The bill imposes a fi ne of between 
$5,000 and $25,000 for willfully misclassifying workers as 
independent contractors.
  Moreover, the bill provides that any person who, for 
money or other valuable consideration, knowingly advises an 
employer to treat an individual as an independent contractor 
to avoid employee status shall be jointly and severally liable 
with the employer if the individual is not found to be an 
independent contractor. Exempt from these provisions 
regarding joint and several liability is any person who provides 
advice to his or her own employer or an attorney who provides 
legal advice in the course of practicing law. This bill adds 
sections 226.8 and 2753 to the California Labor Code.

Ken Rose is the founder and President of The Rose Group, APLC. 
The Rose Group is a global employment law and HR consulting 
fi rm, based in San Diego and Washington, 
D.C, and is dedicated to providing cost-effective 
practical advice and counsel on federal, 
California and international employment law 
matters and in related litigation. Rose has 
practiced employment and labor law for over 35 
years. He can be reached at (619) 822-1088 or 
krose@rosegroup.us. 
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   OVERNOR JERRY BROWN SIGNED MANY
   new employment bills that became law on 
   January 1, 2012, including changes regarding hiring 
practices, leaves of absence and providing medical coverage. 
The most signifi cant new law, labeled by its opponents as the 
“Job Killer Act,” prohibits the “willful misclassifi cation” of 
workers as independent contractors instead of employees.1 
Improper deductions or fees charged to a willfully 
misclassifi ed worker for any purpose such as space rental, 
services, repairs or equipment maintenance, also constitute a 
statutory violation.
  If the Labor Workforce Development Agency (“LWDA”)2 
or a court makes a determination that an individual was 
willfully misclassifi ed, the “person or employer” will be 
subject to a civil penalty of not less than $5,000, and up to 
$15,000 for each violation.3 These penalties are in addition to 
any other penalties permitted by law. If a pattern or practice 
is found, the penalties increase to $10,000 to $25,000 per 
violation.4 It is important to examine the new law and to 
explain the potential pitfalls of misclassifi cation and the 
directions from which an independent contractor challenge 
can emerge, sets forth the different tests applied by the 
different triers of fact, and gives attorneys practical guidance 
on how to assist clients.

What the New Law Says and Doesn’t Say
Unfortunately, the new law does not clearly defi ne what 
“willful misclassifi cation” means, which creates substantial 
risk for employers who don’t know the complexities of the 
multi-factor independent contractor analysis, or simply make 
a mistake in good faith. As written, a “willful violation” means 
“avoiding employee status for an individual by voluntarily and 
knowingly misclassifying that individual as an independent 
contractor.”5 The terms “pattern” and “practice” are also not 
defi ned.

  

 The new law also has a non-monetary, public 
embarrassment penalty. For one year following a willful 
violation fi nding, the person or employer must post on its 
website, or if it does not have a website, in an area visible to 
employees, customers and the general public, a notice signed 
by an offi cer, stating:

the person or employer “committed a serious violation of 
the law” by willfully misclassifying employees

the person or employer changed its business practices to 
avoid further violations

an employee who believes he or she is misclassifi ed 
as an independent contractor may contact the LWDA 
(identifying the LWDA’s mailing and email addresses, and 
telephone number)

the notice is displayed pursuant to state order6

 A related new law imposes joint and several liability on 
consultants who knowingly advise an employer to classify an 
employee incorrectly.7 Attorneys and employees within the 
company, however, are expressly excluded.

Why Employers Use Independent Contractors
Financially, there are several advantages for using 
independent contractors, especially for smaller employers. 
The employer:

G
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does not pay customary payroll contributions, including 
unemployment and disability insurance taxes and 
personal income taxes8

does not pay for optional employee benefi ts such as 
medical or life insurance, paid vacation and sick leave, or 
retirement plans

is not obligated to pay for workers’ compensation 
coverage9

  Independent contractors also reduce exposure for 
potential liability.

Labor Law protections such as minimum wage, overtime 
pay, meal and rest breaks, pay stub itemization and 
indemnifi cation for work-related expenses only apply to 
employees.10

California’s Fair Employment and Housing Act (“FEHA”) 
prohibits discrimination and harassment in employment 
based on a laundry list of criteria including race, sex, 
national origin, marital status, genetic information and 
age.11 Independent contractors are expressly excluded by 
administrative regulations.12

The doctrine of respondeat superior imposes liability 
on employers for injuries suffered by third parties as a 
result of an employee acting within the course and scope 
of employment.13 Employers are not vicariously liable 
for the intentional or negligent actions of independent 
contractors.

Potential Pitfalls If the Employer Gets It Wrong
The risks of misclassifi cation are signifi cant and arise from a 
myriad of sources. An employer could unwittingly violate its 
statutory obligations to pay overtime wages, properly itemize 
pay stubs, pay employees at least twice a month (subject 
to several exceptions) and to maintain accurate records of 
hours worked.14 If the worker fi les a lawsuit or a claim with 
the Labor Commissioner and Labor Code violations are 
found, the employer is liable for all unpaid wages, interest, 
costs, attorney’s fees and statutory penalties — which are 
independent of the penalties available under the new law.15

  The Employment Development Department (“EDD”) 
administers California’s payroll tax programs. If the 
EDD audits an employer and determines there was a 
misclassifi cation, the employer will be assessed amounts due 
for state income tax withholding, unemployment insurance 
contributions, disability insurance taxes and personal income 
tax. The employer is also subject to a 10% penalty of the 
amount of the unpaid contributions plus interest on any 
unpaid taxes (variable and compounded daily). In addition, 
the failure to withhold state income tax from an employee’s 
paycheck could constitute a misdemeanor or even a felony.16

  Employers who fail to obtain workers’ compensation 
coverage for their employees are subject to workers’ 
compensation claims or civil tort liability, not only to the 
worker but to any third party who is injured as a result of 
negligent acts by the misclassifi ed worker that occurred in 
the course and scope of employment. Criminal penalties are 
also possible.17 The injured employee may hold the employer 
liable for an additional penalty of 10% of the workers’ 
compensation benefi ts recovered. Attorney’s fees will also be 
assessed.18

The Tests
Common misconceptions about independent contractor 
status result from the worker requesting to be a contractor 
and not an employee, or the parties had a written agreement 
that expressly denies the existence of an employment 
relationship. Generally, the Labor Code protections cannot 
be waived by private contract.19 Also, how a worker is 
paid, i.e., on a straight commission basis, or by lump sum 
payment, does not impact the analysis.
  The determination of employee or contractor status is 
one of fact and, of course, each trier of fact applies a different 
test. The EDD utilizes a common law test, under which 
the most important factor is the principal’s right to control 
the manner and means of accomplishing a desired result.20 
The IRS has its own 20-factor test, broken down into three 
categories: (1) behavioral control, (2) fi nancial control and 
(3) nature of the parties’ relationship.21

  Federal employment issues such as the Fair Labor 
Standards Act Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and 
the Age Discrimination in Employment Act, are analyzed 
under an economic reality test.22 This test considers: (1) the 
worker’s opportunity for profi t or loss depending on his/her 
managerial skill; (2) the worker’s investment in equipment 
or materials required for the tasks, or the employment 
of helpers; (3) whether the service rendered requires a 
special skill; (4) the degree of permanence of the working 
relationship; and (5) whether the service rendered is an 
integral part of the principal’s business.
  For California wage and hour, FEHA and workers’ 
compensation issues, the trier of fact evaluates the degree 
of control the principal exercises over the worker under 
the standard enunciated in S.G. Borello & Sons v. Dept. 
of Industrial Relations (1989) 48 Cal.3d 341. Given the 
prevalence of these claims, the test and examples of its 
application are discussed below.
  Under Borello, the factors utilized to determine whether 
an employment relationship exists include: (a) whether 
the one performing services is engaged in a distinct 
occupation or business; (b) the kind of occupation, with 
reference to whether, in the locality, the work is usually 
done under the direction of the principal or by a specialist 
without supervision; (c) the skill required in the particular 
occupation; (d) whether the principal or the worker supplies 
the instrumentalities, tools, and the place of work for the 
person doing the work; (e) the length of time for which the 
services are to be performed; (f) the method of payment, 
whether by the time or by the job; (g) whether or not the 
work is a part of the regular business of the principal; and 
(h) whether or not the parties believe they are creating the 
relationship of employer-employee.
  The Borello court also adopted fi ve additional factors 
used in other jurisdictions: (1) the worker’s opportunity for 
profi t or loss depending on his/her managerial skill; (2) the 
worker’s investment in equipment or materials required for 
the task, or the employment of helpers; (3) whether 
the service rendered requires a special skill; (4) the 
degree of permanence of the working relationship; and 
(5) whether the service rendered is an integral part of 
the principal’s business. Generally, these individual 
factors cannot be applied mechanically because they “are 
intertwined and their weight depends often on particular 
combinations.”23



Cases that Found Employee Status
Antelope Valley Press v. Poizner (2008) 
162 Cal.App.4th 839
Although the Independent Contractor 
Distribution Agreement between a 
newspaper publisher and its delivery 
persons described the carriers as “self-
employed, independent distributor[s],” 
referred to throughout the contract as 
“contractor[s],” and permitted them 
to work for other companies, the 
remaining portions of the 11-page 
agreement were fi lled with “manner 
and means” provisions dictating when 
and how the publications were to be 
delivered. The agreement also detailed 
the potential negative consequences if 
the carriers did not comply with the 
written directives.
  The court held while the carriers 
could “choose the sequence of their 
delivery, the vehicle they use to make 
deliveries, whether and when to take 
breaks, and the clothes they wear 
during their deliveries, those choices 
are, in reality, a function of the weather, 
the size and density of their routes, 
and whether they can afford to have a 
vehicle for deliveries separate and apart 
from a vehicle for their own personal 
use.”

Lujan v. Minagar (2005) 124 Cal.App.4th 
1040
During the one year a hair stylist 
worked at a beauty salon, the owner 
made up her work schedule; she was 
paid weekly, based on a percentage 
of the money received for her services 
and product sales; she was given a 
workstation and paid no rent for it; 
she did not pay for any of the beauty 
supplies she used; all appointments 
were booked through the salon’s front 
desk; the customers paid the salon, 
not her; and she was required to use 
and pay the salon’s “shampoo girl.” 
While the hair stylist received a 1099 
form instead of a W-2 form, it was not 
suffi cient evidence to undermine the 
other factors.

Cases that Found Independent 
Contractor Status
Varisco v. Gateway Science and 
Engineering, Inc. (2008) 166 Cal.App.4th 
1099
A construction company contracted 
with an inspector to ensure that its 
clients’ construction projects met 
applicable code requirements. The 
company did not provide any uniform, 
apparel, equipment, material or tools to 

plaintiff. Plaintiff wore his own hardhat 
and work boots that were mandatory 
apparel when on the job site. He used 
his own car for transportation and was 
not reimbursed for mileage or gas. The 
company did not train him. His work 
hours were established by the client’s 
architect of record, not the company. 
Plaintiff went to the company’s offi ces 
twice a month to pick up his paycheck, 
and never at any other time. If plaintiff 
had a question, or discovered a 
problem, he contacted the client, not 
the company.
  Although there was an at-will 
clause in his written agreement with 
the company, the court held the right 
to terminate the agreement does not, in 
and of itself, change the independent 
contractor relationship into an 
employee-employer relationship. 
“If it did, independent contractor 
arrangements could only be established 
through agreements which limited the 
right of a party, or perhaps both parties, 
to terminate the agreement. This would 
be absurd, and it is not the law.”

Arnold v. Mutual of Omaha 2011 WL 
6849652 (Cal.App. 1st Dist.)
Licensed insurance agent was retained 
to procure and submit applications 
for an insurance company’s products, 
collect moneys and service clients. 
Training was offered but only with 
respect to compliance with state law 
directives. The company provided 
software as a “best practice” to enable 
the agents to sell its products more 
successfully. Business expenses for 
client entertainment and mailings were 
not reimbursed.
  The agent used her own judgment 
in determining whom to solicit, and the 
time and manner in which she solicited 
sales for the company’s products. 
She was permitted to work for other 
insurance companies. At the time of 
her retention, both the company and 
the agent believed they were creating 
an independent contractor relationship 
and not an employment relationship.

Martinez v. Combs (2010) 49 Cal.4th 35
Seasonal agricultural workers who 
worked for a strawberry farmer brought 
action against the farmer’s produce 
merchants seeking to recover unpaid 
minimum wages, which they could 
not collect from the bankrupt farmer. 
Evidence established the produce 
merchants did not (1) hire or fi re the 

workers, (2) set their wages or hours, 
(3) supervise their work, (4) pay them, 
(5) provide tools and equipment or 
(6) pay for workers’ compensation 
insurance.
  The court also rejected plaintiffs’ 
contention that because the produce 
merchants benefi ted from their labor, 
they should be liable for the unpaid 
wages. If true, the court noted, then 
grocery stores and consumers could 
also be liable, which would be an 
“unreasonably broad” interpretation of 
the IWC’s wage order.

What to Do
Proponents posit the new law will 
properly bring more workers under 
the protections of the Labor Code, 
California will benefi t from the increase 
in payroll  taxes employers will pay to 
classify workers as employees instead of 
independent contractors and the State 
may see revenue from the signifi cant 
penalties that will become collectible. 
More workers classifi ed as employees 
instead of independent contractors 
means workers’ compensation carriers 
will benefi t from the increased 
premiums. The stiff penalties will be 
yet another weapon for the plaintiff’s 
bar to use to compel a settlement in 
wage claims, whether meritorious 
or not. Counsel is urged to initiate 
conversations with their employer-
clients so that potential exposure is 
minimized.
  If the employer utilizes 
independent contractors, understand 
what the job duties are and the degree 
of control the employer asserts. Was 
the worker trained on how to complete 
the tasks assigned? Where does the 
worker complete the assigned tasks? Is 
the worker supervised? Who provides 
the materials, supplies and equipment 
to accomplish the assigned tasks? How 
long has the worker been performing 
services for the employer? Does the 
worker have a separate company or 
enlist its own helpers? If the answers 
raise a control issue, ask why the 
worker is classifi ed as an independent 
contractor. If the reason is either the 
employer wants to save money on 
payroll taxes, insurance, etc., or the 
worker asked to be classifi ed as such, 
the attorney should express such 
concerns and strongly encourage the 
client to consult with employment 
counsel.
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  If the employer is confi dent that 
its independent contractors would 
never expose the company to potential 
liability by fi ling a lawsuit or a claim 
for wages or benefi ts, remind them of 
the numerous other potential state and 
federal agencies that have considerable 
fi nancial interests in employee 
misclassifi cations. Even if the client 
does not heed his/her attorney’s advice, 
the value of the attorney’s services 
to protect a client’s interests will be 
reinforced. 

Robyn M. McKibbin, Senior Associate 
with Stone|Rosenblatt|Cha 
in Woodland Hills, 
counsels clients on all 
aspects of employment 
law and defends 
clients when litigation 
is unavoidable. Robyn 
can be reached at 
rmckibbin@srclaw.com. 
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1  Lab. Code §226.8(a)(1).

2 The LWDA is an executive branch agency that oversees 
several workforce programs including the Department 
of Industrial Relations, The Employment Development 
Department, and the Unemployment Insurance Appeals Board.

3 Lab. Code §226.8(b). Note the phrase “person or employer” 
is not defined.

4 Lab. Code §226.8(c).

5 Lab. Code §226.8(i)(4).

6 Lab. Code§226.8(e). See §226.8(i)(3) for definitions of 
“officer.”

7 Lab. Code §2753(a).

8 Un. Ins Code §§976, 976.6, 2901, 13020.

9 Lab. Code §3353.

10 Lab. Code §§90.5, 226, 510, 512, 1182.12, 2802.

11 Govt. Code §12940. The anti-discrimination law clarified the 
protected categories of sex and gender include “gender identity” 
and “gender expression,” i.e., whether a person’s gender-
related appearance and behavior stereotypically correspond 
with his or her sex at birth.

12 2 Cal. Code Regs. §7286.5(b)(1).

13 Lisa M. v. Henry Mayo Newhall Memorial Hosp. (1995) 12 
Cal.4th 291, 296.

14 Lab. Code §§204(a), 226, 510, 1174(d).

15 Lab. Code §§203, 210, 218.5, 226.3, 226.7, 1194, 1197.1.

16 Un. Ins. Code §§1112.5, 1113, 2118, 2118.5.

17 Lab. Code §§3602(d), 3706.

18 Lab. Code §§4554, 4555.

19 Lab. Code §§1194, 1198, 2802; see also Civ. Code §3513. 
Meal breaks may be waived in limited circumstances. Lab. 
Code §512(a).

20 Un. Ins. Code §621; 22 Cal. Code Regs. §4304-1.

21 I.R.S. Rev. Rul. 87-41. See I.R.S. Form SS-8.

22 Goldberg v. Whitaker House Coop. (1961) 366 U.S. 28, 33, 
81 S.Ct. 933, L.Ed.2d 100; Lutcher v. Musicians Union Local 47 
(9th Cir. 1980) 633 F.2d 880, 883.

23 S.G. Borello & Sons v. Dept. of Industrial Relations, supra, 48 
Cal.3d at 351 (citation omitted). 
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By reading this article and answering the accompanying test questions, you can earn one MCLE credit. To apply for the 
credit, please follow the instructions on the test answer form on page 31.  

   TTORNEYS WHO BELIEVE THAT THE FEDERAL
   labor-management law, known as the National Labor
   Relations Act (“NLRA”), applies only to unionized 
businesses, or to the less than 7% of the private sector 
workforce which actually belongs to a union,1 are actually 
overlooking signifi cant legal issues facing their business 
clients. Despite the fact that union membership in the United 
States has been steadily declining for decades, the National 
Labor Relations Board (“NLRB”) under President Obama 
has been busy reinventing itself as a 21st century labor law 
watchdog agency.
  Recent NLRB decisions and administrative actions 
demonstrate the agency’s willingness to branch out far 
beyond the union organizing process and traditional 
unionized labor-management relations. Indeed, although 
the last major amendment to the NLRA was in 1959, recent 
interpretations of the Act by the NLRB prohibit non-union 
employers from disciplining employees for certain postings 
on Facebook,2 outlaw seemingly innocuous employee 
handbook policies and bar arbitration agreements which 
restrict class action claims.3

NLRA Coverage
The NLRA applies to almost all private sector employees 
and employers in the United States, with the most notable 
exceptions being the air, rail and agricultural industries. 
Some small businesses, such as those with less than 
$500,000 in annual sales, also may be excluded. It’s always 

a good idea to confi rm the Act’s applicability to your client’s 
business.
  The NLRA was intended primarily to protect the rights 
of employees. As a result, the Act’s protections do not apply 
to most employer representatives, such as managers and 
supervisors (whose actions are nevertheless attributable 
to the employer under a strict liability theory). Congress 
excluded them by defi ning a “supervisor” as “any individual 
having authority, in the interest of the employer, to hire, 
transfer, suspend, lay off, recall, promote, discharge, assign, 
reward, or discipline other employees, or responsibly to 
direct them, or to adjust their grievances, or effectively to 
recommend such action, if in connection with the foregoing 
the exercise of such authority is not of a merely routine 
or clerical nature, but requires the use of independent 
judgment.”
  Thus, anyone who has authority to perform at least 
one of these enumerated functions is exempt from the 
Act’s protections as a supervisor, provided the individual 
in question either can take such action without approval 
of another employer representative or can recommend 
such action to another employer representative and the 
recommendation is typically accepted without any additional 
investigation, and provided further that the action to be 
taken is not merely routine or insignifi cant. Notably, the title 
of the person means nothing.4

  In deciding whether an individual is a supervisor or an 
employee, the NLRB is concerned only with the individual’s 

A
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demonstrated authority. For example, if an individual has the 
fi nal authority to decide whether to take disciplinary action 
against an employee, that person would be a supervisor, 
provided he/she is not simply issuing an automatic warning 
for tardiness or other routine disciplinary actions which may 
be dictated by an employer policy and procedure manual.5 
Alternatively, if that same individual made a recommendation 
to more senior management or human resources that an 
employee should be disciplined (concerning a non-routine 
issue), and that recommendation is approved without any 
additional investigation by another employer representative, 
the individual making the recommendation would be 
deemed a supervisor because he/she has the authority to 
effectively recommend discipline.

Purpose of the NLRA
The expressly stated purpose of the NLRA is that of 
“encouraging the practice and procedure of collective 
bargaining” and protecting employee rights “to full freedom 
of association, self-organization, and designation of 
representatives of their own choosing, for the purpose of 
negotiating the terms and conditions of their employment or 
other mutual aid or protection.”6 In other words, Congress 
has explicitly endorsed the idea of unionization.
  The cornerstone of the Act is Section 7, which 
implements the Act’s purpose by expressly declaring 
the rights of employees “to form, join or assist a labor 
organization”7 So-called Section 7 activity includes the 
“concerted” actions of two or more employees for their 
“mutual aid or protection,” or “where individual employees 
seek to initiate or to induce or to prepare for group action, as 

well as individual employees bringing truly group complaints 
to the attention of management.”8 This is referenced in the 
cases as “protected concerted activity”.
  Aside from traditional union organizing or collective 
bargaining activities, examples of protected concerted 
activities range from one employee confronting a supervisor 
on behalf of other employees about workplace concerns, even 
matters as simple as the room temperature being too cold or 
the calculation of a commission, to two or more employees 
refusing to work in protest of anything that falls within the 
broad terms “wages, hours, or other terms and conditions of 
employment,” even if no other employees agree with them.9 
Notably, it does not matter at all whether the employees are 
represented by a union. The Act applies to all businesses that 
meet the applicable jurisdictional standards.
  It usually comes as a surprise to employers that 
employees have a federally protected section 7 right to 
speak out collectively to customers or others in the public 
about their wages, hours and other terms and conditions 
of employment, even using harsh and unfl attering 
terminology.10 Indeed, an employer policy or rule declaring 
such matters to be confi dential runs afoul of the Act, as is any 
discipline for violating such a rule.  
  Section 7 also explicitly protects the right of employees 
to refuse to join in these activities, except that employees 
may be required by a collective bargaining agreement to pay 
union dues in order to remain employed, which is the case 
with most union contracts in states such as California.11

  Section 7 is not without limitation. For example, it 
generally does not protect partial strikes (such as performing 
only part of a normal work assignment), sit-in strikes 
(such as refusing to leave the workplace at the end of a 
shift), picket-line violence or public disparagement of the 
employer’s products or services.12

  Lawyers advising clients about personnel matters must be 
sensitive to the broad reach of the Act when advising about 
planned employer actions such as discipline or discharge. 
If the NLRB concludes that the action was in response to 
protected section 7 activity, then the action is unlawful. In a 
so-called “mixed motive” case (i.e., the employer allegedly has 
multiple reasons for the adverse action), the employer’s action 
will be deemed a violation of the Act if it can be shown that 
the employee’s protected section 7 activity played a role.13

Primary Functions of the NLRB
The NLRB is headquartered in Washington, D.C. In the 
absence of political maneuvering inside the beltway, the 
NLRB is run by fi ve members, one of whom is Chairman. 
Board members are appointed by the President of the United 
States, by and with the advice of the Senate, to staggered fi ve-
year terms. The NLRB has 32 regional offi ces throughout the 
United States. Southern California is split into two regions, 
with Region 21 based in downtown Los Angeles and Region 
31 based on the westside. The San Fernando Valley is in 
Region 31.
  The NLRA established two primary purposes for the 
NLRB. One is to supervise the process by which employees 
may designate a collective bargaining representative. This 
is typically accomplished by an NLRB supervised secret-
ballot representation election.14 The agency is responsible 
for determining such things as who is eligible to vote and for 
ensuring that elections are conducted fairly and properly.
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  President Obama’s appointees to the NLRB recently 
amended agency regulations to shortcut the timeline between 
a union fi ling a petition for an election and the election 
being conducted, which currently occurs in a median 
time of 38 days.15 The U.S. Chamber of Commerce has a 
lawsuit pending in the U.S. District Court for the District of 
Columbia, challenging these amendments. If the speedier 
election process is upheld, employers can expect to see an 
increase in union organizing activity.
  The NLRB is also responsible for investigating objections 
to an election whenever they are fi led by whichever party 
loses the election. If the NLRB concludes that that a party 
who won the election engaged in objectionable conduct that 
likely interfered with the election process, it will set aside the 
outcome and conduct a new election.
  The other primary purpose of the agency is to investigate 
and, when merited, prosecute allegations that an employer 
or union committed what are known as “unfair labor 
practices.”16 An unfair labor practice is any violation of section 
8 of the NLRA, as determined by the NLRB.
  The important function of investigating and prosecuting 
unfair labor practices falls under the direction of the NLRB’s 
General Counsel, who is appointed by the President of the 
United States, by and with the advice of the Senate, for a 
term of four years. The NLRB General Counsel is vested with 
virtually unreviewable prosecutorial discretion. The recent 
action by the NLRB to issue a formal complaint against Boeing 
Corporation over its establishment of a new plant in the 
Southeast (over the objection of its labor union) demonstrated 
just how powerful the NLRB’s General Counsel can be.

NLRB Actions Involving Employer Rules and Policies
Corporate counsel should review all employer policies for 
compliance with the Act. The NLRB has found union and 
non-union employers alike to have committed unfair labor 
practices simply by maintaining rules or policies, that tend to 
“interfere with, restrain, or coerce” employees in the exercise 
of section 7 activities. For example, the NLRB has held that 
employers may not maintain rules or policies which prohibit 
employees from:

discussing their wages, benefi ts, schedules, discipline 
or other terms and conditions of employment amongst 
themselves or sharing those views with customers or 
members of the public

wearing union buttons, pins or stickers, even if the 
employer provides a uniform

leaving their assigned work area or ceasing work without 
permission

making negative remarks about a manager or the 
employer

bringing a complaint to anyone other than the employer

making false, profane or malicious statements

returning to “the premises” of the workplace outside of 
his/her normal shift

talking to or providing information about the company to 
the media
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soliciting other employees during their non-work time

distributing fl yers during non-work time or in non-work 
areas

being negative17

  Likewise, the NLRB will fi nd an employer commits an 
unfair labor practice when it takes disciplinary action or 
terminates an employee for engaging in section 7 activities. 
Thus, an employer would commit an unfair labor practice if 
it took adverse action against an employee who, on behalf of 
other employees, complained on Facebook or to the media 
or a customer, about low wages, a challenging workload or 
an insensitive supervisor, even if using unfl attering terms 
such as “son of a b_.” Section 7 does not, however, protect 
such activity where the employee is merely expressing an 
individual gripe.18

NLRB Investigation of Unfair Labor Charges
Any person, organization or entity may fi le an unfair labor 
practice charge against an employer or a union, even 
someone who has no connection to the charged party or 
the purported victim. In order to be timely fi led, a charge 
must be fi led and served within six months of the unfair 
labor practice occurring.19 While there is no standing 
requirement, the charging party must promptly provide 
evidence in support of the charge to the NLRB agent assigned 
to investigate, including making witnesses available to be 
interviewed by the agent and to give testimony in the form of 
a sworn affi davit.
  If the charging party is able to present suffi cient evidence 
to indicate an unfair labor practice occurred within the last 
six months, the NLRB agent offers the charged party an 
opportunity to provide evidence in defense of the allegations, 
including making witnesses available to be interviewed 
by the agent and to give testimony in the form of sworn 
affi davits. The NLRB agent may also contact third parties to 
obtain evidence and testimony. Neither the charging party 
nor the charged party is obligated to share with the other any 
information or evidence provided to the agency during the 
investigation.

Regional Director Determination
Once the NLRB agent completes the investigation, the 
Regional Director will make a determination on the merits 
of the charge allegations. In certain unique cases, the Region 
may submit the investigation to the NLRB General Counsel’s 
Division of Advice (Advice), which is located at the NLRB 
headquarters in Washington, D.C.
  Advice formulates and executes policy decisions on 
certain types of unfair labor practices to prosecute, which 
is done in the form of a confi dential Advice memorandum. 
Depending upon the severity and number of allegations, an 
investigation may take anywhere from a few weeks to a few 
months. The agency traditionally fi nds some merit in 32% to 
40% of all charges fi led.20

  If a charging party declines to withdraw the allegations 
found to be without merit, the allegations are formally 
dismissed, giving the charging party the opportunity to 
appeal the Regional Director’s decision to the NLRB General 
Counsel’s Offi ce of Appeals (Appeals). Historically, Appeals 
upholds the Regional Directors’ decisions in over 98% of all 
cases.21 Absent Appeals reversing the Regional Director, a 

charging party has no further legal recourse on allegations 
that have been dismissed.22

Settlements are Encouraged and Promoted
If a Regional Director believes an allegation to have merit, 
the NLRB agent will so advise the charged party and offer 
an opportunity to settle the matter. The NLRB customarily 
orders a “make-whole” remedy for an employer or union that 
violates the Act. In settling, the NLRB seeks to achieve the 
same or similar result.
  Thus, for example, if an employer were to fi re an 
employee for engaging in protected concerted activities, 
the employer would be required to reinstate the employee, 
reimburse the employee for all lost wages and benefi ts (plus 
interest) and post an NLRB issued notice. The Notice, which 
typically must be posted for 60 days, advises employees of 
their rights, contains an affi rmative commitment that the 
employer will not interfere with such rights and specifi es the 
steps which the employer is taking to make the employee 
whole.
  Depending upon the case, such steps may include: (1) 
requiring an offi cial of the employer to read the notice to 
all employees; (2) removal of a disciplinary action from an 
employee’s fi le; (3) reinstating an employee and reimbursing 
the employee for lost pay and benefi ts; (4) offering 
employment to an employee who was not hired because of 
his/her union or other protected concerted activities; (5) 
rescinding a rule or policy that is contrary to the NLRA; and 
(6) advising an employee that the employer will not attempt 
to use the rescinded adverse actions against the employee in 
the future.
  With settlements, the Notice does not state that the 
charged party has been found to have violated the Act. This 
is not the case after a case goes to trial and an employer or 
union has been found to have violated the Act. Over the last 
10 years, the NLRB has settled between 91.5% and 99.5% of 
all cases in which a Regional Director has found merit.23

Hearings Before an Administrative Law Judge
Absent settlement, the Regional Director will issue a formal 
complaint and set the matter for a trial before one of the 
NLRB’s administrative law judges. (At this point, the charged 
party is now referred to as the respondent.) The respondent 
must fi le an answer to the complaint within 14 days. In 
certain cases, the Regional Director may seek an injunction 
in the federal district court, such as to stop certain unlawful 
conduct by a union or to require an employer to restore the 
status quo pending the outcome of the agency litigation.
  While the charging party may participate in the trial 
before the administrative law judge, an NLRB attorney in 
the region (referred to as “counsel for the General Counsel”) 
will have sole responsibility for prosecuting the allegations in 
the complaint. Although it is ideal for charging parties and 
respondents to be represented by experienced labor counsel, 
the NLRB permits a party to represent themselves or even to 
be represented by a non-attorney.
  The NLRA does not permit any pre-trial discovery. 
However, trial subpoenas (documents and witnesses) are 
available to all parties. At the hearing, parties will have the 
opportunity to examine and cross-examine witnesses, and 
to introduce relevant evidence. In most cases, the parties are 
given the opportunity to fi le post-hearing briefs before the 
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administrative law judge issues a decision and recommended 
order.

NLRB Orders
If neither party fi les exceptions, the NLRB adopts the 
administrative law judge’s recommended order in an 
unpublished decision. If any party fi les exceptions to the 
ALJ’s decision, the matter is assigned to a panel of three 
members of the NLRB that will then rule on the exceptions, 
typically in a published decision. When the NLRB is fully 
constituted with fi ve members, either or both of the two 
members who were not assigned to the case may join in 
the decision. This typically occurs when the NLRB wants to 
make a shift in policy, such as to reverse prior interpretations 
of the NLRA. Over the last ten years, the General Counsel 
has succeeded in winning before administrative law judges 
and the Board all or a portion of the allegations in 78% to 
91% of all complaints that are issued.
  Notably, NLRB orders are not self-enforcing. Thus, if a 
respondent refuses to comply, the NLRB General Counsel’s 
Division of Enforcement Litigation will fi le a petition for 
enforcement, which may be done in any circuit of the United 
States Court of Appeals where the respondent transacts 
business or where the unfair labor practice occurred.24

  Similarly, the respondent or the charging party may fi le 
a petition for review of the NLRB’s order in any circuit where 
such party transacts business, where the unfair labor practice 
allegedly occurred or in the United States Court of Appeals 
for the District of Columbia.25 This occasionally results in a 
race to fi le in what may be perceived as a favorable circuit, 
given that petitions for review and enforcement must be 

heard together (normally in the circuit in which the fi rst 
petition was fi led).
  In 2009, courts of appeals decided 61 NLRB enforcement 
and review cases. Of those cases, 88.5% were enforced in 
whole or in part, 78.7% were enforced in full, 6.6% were 
remanded entirely and 4.9% were not enforced entirely. 
  
Richard S. Rosenberg is a founding partner 
of the management side labor and employment 
law boutique Ballard Rosenberg Golper & 
Savitt LLP located in Glendale. Rosenberg has 
been representing employers before the NLRB 
since 1977. He can be reached at rrosenberg@
brgslaw.com.

Matthew T. Wakefi eld is a partner in the 
fi rm’s Washington D.C. offi ce and has been 
representing employers before the NLRB for 
the past 18 years. Wakefi eld can be reached at 
mwakefi eld@brgslaw.com. 
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Corp., 294 NLRB 1011, 1012 (1989), enf’d 924 F.2d 1055 (5th Cir. 1991).
18 Severance Tool Indus., 301 NLRB 1166, 1170 (1991), enf’d, 953 F.2d 1384 (6th Cir. 1992); 
Communication Workers of America, 303 NLRB 264, 272 (1991); Hospital of St. Raphael, 273 
NLRB 46 (1984).
19 29 U.S.C. §160(b). 
20 See Memorandum GC 11-03 (Jan. 10, 2011), which may be found at: http://www.nlrb.gov/
summary-operations
21 Id.
22 29 U.S.C. §153(d). 
23 See Memorandum GC 11-03 (Jan. 10, 2011), which may be found at: http://www.nlrb.gov/
summary-operations
24 29 U.S.C. §160(e).
25 29 U.S.C. §160(f).
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Each question only has one answer.

1. ❑ True ❑ False

2. ❑ True ❑ False

3. ❑ True ❑ False

4. ❑ True ❑ False

5. ❑ True ❑ False

6. ❑ True ❑ False

7. ❑ True ❑ False

8. ❑ True ❑ False

9. ❑ True ❑ False

10. ❑ True ❑ False

11. ❑ True ❑ False

12. ❑ True ❑ False

13. ❑ True ❑ False

14. ❑ True ❑ False

15. ❑ True ❑ False

16. ❑ True ❑ False

17. ❑ True ❑ False

18. ❑ True ❑ False

19. ❑ True ❑ False

20. ❑ True ❑ False

This self-study activity has been approved for Minimum Continuing Legal 
Education (MCLE) credit by the San Fernando Valley Bar Association (SFVBA) 
in the amount of 1 hour. SFVBA certifies that this activity conforms to the 
standards for approved education activities prescribed by the rules and 
regulations of the State Bar of California governing minimum continuing 
legal education.

1.  The National Labor Relations Act applies 
only to unionized businesses. 
 ❑ True ❑ False

2.  The Speaker of the House of 
Representatives appoints the General 
Counsel of the National Labor Relations 
Board. 
 ❑ True ❑ False

3.  Aside from the air, rail and agricultural 
industries, the National Labor Relations Act 
applies to most California employers and 
employees. 
 ❑ True ❑ False

4.  An employer may not prohibit employees 
from making group complaints about 
wages, hours or other terms and conditions 
of employment. 
 ❑ True ❑ False

5.  The National Labor Relations Board is 
responsible only for conducting elections 
for employees to decide if they want to be 
represented by a union. 
 ❑ True ❑ False

6.  Anyone with the title of supervisor or 
manager is excluded from the protection of 
the National Labor Relations Act, regardless 
of their authority. 
 ❑ True ❑ False

7.  The National Labor Relations Board is 
run by seven persons appointed by the 
President of the United States. 
 ❑ True ❑ False

8.  An employer may avoid union problems by 
implementing a carefully worded policy that 
prohibits employees from being members of 
a union.   
 ❑ True ❑ False

9.  An employer may not ban pro-union 
employees from applying for employment. 
 ❑ True ❑ False

10.  Unions have rapidly expanded their 
membership since President Obama was 
sworn into office in January 2009. 
 ❑ True ❑ False

11.  The NLRB does not have contempt power 
to enforce its own orders. 
 ❑ True ❑ False

12.  An employer may discipline or terminate 
a group of employees who make false or 
disparaging comments about a supervisor. 
 ❑ True ❑ False

13.  If a group of employees walk off the job 
because they are upset with a new, lawful 
policy that their employer implements, the 
employees are protected from being fired 
by the employer only if they are represented 
by a union. 
 ❑ True ❑ False

14.  An employer may include a confidentiality 
requirement in any employment agreement, 
employee handbook or employee policy. 
 ❑ True ❑ False

15.  An employer may not have a policy that 
prohibits employees from talking to 
the media. 
 ❑ True ❑ False

16.  Once the Nation al Labor Relations Board’s 
General Counsel determines there is 
merit to an unfair labor practice charge, 
the agency provides the charged party 
an opportunity to settle prior to issuing a 
complaint. 
 ❑ True ❑ False

17.  If an employee is fired for participating in 
protected concerted activities, the National 
Labor Relations Board prohibits any 
competitor of the employer from filing an 
unfair labor practice charge. 
 ❑ True ❑ False

18.  A San Fernando Valley employee wanting 
to file an unfair labor practice charge 
against 
his/her employer must contact the National 
Labor Relations Board office in Sacramento. 
 ❑ True ❑ False

19.  An employer must be represented by an 
attorney in NLRB proceedings. 
 ❑ True ❑ False

20.  Approximately 90% of all unfair labor 
practice charges filed against employers by 
employees, unions and/or their attorneys 
are ultimately found to be without merit. 
 ❑ True ❑ False
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  MPLOYERS MUST UNDERSTAND THEIR LEGAL
  obligations when an applicant or employee asserts 
  that they are disabled, or when an employer regards 
the person as disabled, or if the person has a record of a 
disability. Failing to understand the strict legal requirements 
can lead to costly litigation.

Federal Law
The Americans with Disabilities Act1 (“ADA”) governs 
employers with 15 or more employees and prohibits the 
discrimination against a qualifi ed individual with a disability. 
In the ADA Amendments Act of 20082 (“ADAAA”), the ADA 
was amended and the defi nition of disability was revised 
so that it is less diffi cult for an individual to establish the 
existence of a disability for legal protection.
 Under the ADA, as amended by the ADAAA, there are 
three ways in which a person can come within the defi nition 
of being disabled: (1) the person has an actual disability, in 
that the individual has a physical or mental impairment that 
substantially limits a major life activity; (2) the person has a 
record of an actual disability; or (3) the person is regarded as 
disabled by virtue of the employer taking a prohibited action 
because of an actual or perceived impairment that is not 
minor or transitory3.
 Following the ADAAA, the U.S. Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission (“EEOC”) issued its fi nal 
regulations4, which notes that the focus of the ADA is 
whether discrimination has occurred as opposed to the prior 
focus of whether an individual comes within the defi nition 
of “disabled.” EEOC’s regulations set forth the following nine 
rules of construction to apply in making the determination 
of whether or not an impairment substantially limits a major 
life activity:

The term “substantially limits” shall be construed broadly 
in favor of expansive coverage and to the maximum 
extent permitted by the terms of the ADA.

One should look to whether a person is substantially 
limited as compared to most people, and the impairment 
need not prevent or signifi cantly restrict the individual 
from performing a major life activity.

The analysis should not be an extensive one.

The degree of functional limitation required to satisfy 

the standard of substantially limited is lower than that 
applied prior to the enactment of the ADAAA.

There is no need for medical, scientifi c or statistical 
analysis in making the determination of whether an 
impairment is substantially limiting.

The determination of whether an impairment 
substantially limits a major life activity is made without 
considering the ameliorative effects of mitigating 
measures (except ordinary eyeglasses or contact lenses).

Episodic impairments or diseases in remission are 
disabilities if they would substantially limit a major life 
activity when active.

A substantially limiting impairment need limit only one 
major life activity.

An impairment lasting or expected to last less than six 
months can still be substantially limiting.5

California Law
The Fair Employment and Housing Act6 (“FEHA”) governs 
employers with fi ve or more employees and provides greater 
protection to disabled individuals than under federal law. 
Generally, FEHA prohibits California employers from 
discriminating against an individual with a known disability 
(physical and/or mental), a medical condition7 or on genetic 
characteristics (among other protected classifi cations).8

 Both the ADA and FEHA also provide that AIDS and HIV 
positive status are protected conditions. Under California law 
a person is considered disabled if they:

have a physical or mental impairment that limits one or 
more of the major life activities9. (Federal law requires 
the person to be “substantially limited”.) A mental or 
psychological disorder or condition limits a major life 
activity if it makes the achievement of that activity 
diffi cult to obtain.

has a record of an impairment10

is regarded as having an impairment.11 An example is 
an employee who has fully recovered from a disabling 
event, but continues to be treated by the employer as still 
having some present disabling condition. The recovered 
individual may not be treated less favorably because 
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of a perception that they are or continue to be disabled 
where there is no actual disability. To avoid “regarded 
as” claims, employers should not treat any employee 
or applicant differently once there is an awareness of 
any prior disabling condition. It is the burden of the 
employee/applicant to disclose any condition that would 
classify them as disabled.

is regarded as having a condition that is not presently 
disabling but could become a physical disability at a later 
time12

 The ADA13 and FEHA14 do not provide protection to a 
person, even if disabled, if such disability condition posed a 
direct threat to the employee’s own health or safety or others.
 Another important aspect of the ADAAA, the EEOC 
Regulations and FEHA is that the effects of mitigating 
measures are not to be considered when assessing the 
disability condition, manner or duration of the person’s 
ability to perform a major life activity. The determination 
of whether an impairment substantially limits a major life 
activity shall be made without regard to the ameliorative 
effect of mitigating measures.

Legal Obligations When an Applicant or 
Employee Discloses a Disability Condition: 
Qualifi ed Individual
The initial inquiry is whether the applicant or employee 
is a “qualifi ed individual who can perform the essential 
functions of the position, either with or without a reasonable 
accommodation?” That question must then be broken down 
into segments. Is the employee or applicant qualifi ed to 
perform the essential functions of the job? Do they meet 
the minimum qualifi cations of the position? What are the 
essential functions of the position?
 A detailed job description should set forth the physical 
and mental requirements of the position so that it can 
be determined what is an essential function and what is 
a non-essential function. Attendance can be established 
as an essential function and should be included in job 
descriptions15. If there are any specifi c expectations, goals, 
or quotas, they should be included. If any technical skill or 
expertise is required, identify it.

Reasonable Accommodations16

The next step in the analysis once the applicant or employee 
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is determined to be qualifi ed to 
perform the essential functions of the 
position is to determine, if the applicant 
or employee requests or requires a 
reasonable accommodation, whether 
such request can be accomplished. 
The employee has the initial burden of 
requesting or identifying the need for 
an accommodation.17

 It is benefi cial to ask the 
employee what they believe will help 
accommodate the disability, and then 
the employer must evaluate what 
type of accommodation would be 
considered reasonable.

job restructuring (This 
accommodation only needs to 
be considered with respect to a 
position’s non-essential duties or 
marginal functions. Restructuring 
essential job functions is not 
required, even if an employee 
claims it is reasonable for an 
employer to do so.)

modifi ed work schedules
(Reduced schedules, fl exible 
starting times and other options 
can be considered.)

re-assignment to a vacant position

obtaining equipment or devices 
that would enable performance 
(i.e., hearing impaired phones, 
larger computer monitors, etc.)

leave of absence (though it does 
not need to be indefi nite)

telecommuting from home

      Employers do not have to create 
positions nor reduce expectations or 
lower standards for the performance 
of the position or obtain personal use 
items (i.e., glasses, hearing aids, etc.).

Interactive Process18

The next step is to engage in a good 
faith ongoing interactive process with 
the employee/applicant. California 
law requires that employers engage 
in an ongoing manner an interactive 
process with the disabled individual to 
discuss and determine if a reasonable 
accommodation can be made19. Recent 
court decisions have held that this is an 
ongoing process.
 In AM v. Albertsons, LLC 20, the 
court held that after an accommodation 
has been agreed upon, any refusal 
to accommodate or to continue the 
interactive process is a violation of 
the Fair Employment and Housing 
Act and that even one denial of the 
accommodation can result in a fi nding 
of liability.
 While there is no defi nitive legal 
guidance on what the interactive 
process must consist of, at a minimum 
employers should discuss with 
the applicant or employee (and 
document):21 (1) what aspects of the 
job cannot be performed and why; 
(2) the employee’s job restrictions/
limitations; (3) the employee’s job 
description and the essential functions 
of the job; (4) the employee’s ability/
inability to perform the essential 
functions of the job; (5) any reasonable 
accommodations, if appropriate; and 
(6) alternative vacant positions, if the 
employee cannot perform the essential 
functions of his or her current position, 
and any reasonable accommodations 
applicable to the alternative vacation 
position.
 Any accommodation proposed 
by an employee must be objectively 
reasonable. Not every request for an 
accommodation must be met if such 
accommodation would interfere with 
business operations and/or is not 
reasonable.

Undue Hardship or Burden
An employer may be excused from 
providing a reasonable accommodation 
if it can be established that to do so 
would result in an undue hardship 
which includes any accommodation 
that is unduly costly, extensive or that 
would fundamentally alter the nature of 
the business operations.22 This analysis 
must occur on a case-by-case basis and 
the larger the employer, the less likely 
the rationale of expense is likely to 
prevail.
 The following factors should be 
considered when an undue burden 
analysis is undertaken: (1) the nature 
and cost of the accommodation23; the 
fi nancial resources of the employer, 
the number of persons employed by 
the employer, the overall impact the 
accommodation might have on the 
business operations24; the availability 
of tax incentives; and any assistance 
available from agencies or organizations 
specializing in assisting employers 
to provide accommodations such 
as the California Department of 
Rehabilitation, the U.S. Department of 
Health and Human Services and many 
other public and private organizations.

Terminations
Can the disabled employee be 
terminated? Can the disabled applicant 
be denied employment? It is never 
a wise decision to terminate any 
employee who has disclosed a disability 
condition or to refuse to hire an 
applicant who has disclosed a disability 
condition, as such could easily result in 
a claim of disability discrimination.
 It is imperative that prior to 
any termination decision, the entire 
situation be evaluated to determine 
whether the employee is protected as 
a disabled individual; the employer 
has met its legal obligations to engage 
in the interactive process; whether 
an accommodation can be made; and 
how have other similar situations been 
handled by the employer so that there 
is consistency of application for policies 
and procedures. Once these factors are 
considered, the termination decision 
can be evaluated and the risks of 
litigation determined.

Return to Work Issues
If an employee has taken a leave 
of absence to attend to a disabling 
condition, the employee must be 
returned to work to the same or 
substantially equivalent position 
following a release from a physician 
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that they are able to safely perform 
the essential functions of the position, 
unless doing so results in an undue 
burden or hardship on the employer.
 Lastly, in order to defend against 
claims of disability discrimination, 
an employer should have a clearly 
established policy in its employee 
handbook setting forth the legal 
obligations and requirements of both 
the employees and the employer, 
the policies should be strictly and 
consistently applied and all discussions 
with the applicant/employee and 
actions taken by the employer should 
be thoroughly documented. 

Cynthia Elkins of Elkins Employment 
Law is a sole practitioner in Woodland 
Hills representing 
and defending 
employers in all 
aspects of personnel 
and employment 
law concerns. She 
can be reached at 
(818) 598-6771 or 
celkins@employer-
law.com. 
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By Nicole Kamm 

   VER THE HOLIDAYS, A
   family arrived at the Denver  
   airport the day after Christmas 
eager to catch their fl ight home to 
California and be back to work the 
following morning. After checking their 
bags and clearing security, they were 
greeted at the gate with the dreaded 
announcement that the fl ight had been 
overbooked and offers were being 
provided of free vouchers in exchange 
for being bumped to a later fl ight. 
Luckily, other more fl exible passengers 
gave up their seats and the family 
was able to make it home to Burbank 
before sunset that evening.

Overbooking Workers
In the employment context, this 
similar practice of “overbooking” 
workers is addressed by the 
requirement that employers provide 
their employees “reporting time pay” 
under certain circumstances. In the 
past, reporting time pay was one of 
the most overlooked requirements in 
California wage and hour law. But with 
the continually increasing number of 

wage and hour class actions, California 
employers are taking greater notice of 
this regulatory creation.1

  Reporting time pay is a form of 
premium pay that, like overtime or 
missed meal period compensation, is 
intended to reduce work scheduling 
practices that create an undue burden 

on employees. Set forth in Section 5 
of the Industrial Welfare Commission 
(“IWC”) wage orders, the rationale 
behind reporting time pay is to 
discourage employers from intentionally 
overstaffi ng their operations and then 

sending home “extra” workers without 
pay.
  Subject to a few limited exceptions, 
the IWC wage orders provide that for 
each day an employee is required to 
and does report to work, but is fi nished 
less than half the “usual or scheduled” 
day’s work, the employer must pay 
the employee for half the scheduled 
day’s work, but not less than two hours 
or more than four hours pay. If the 
employee is required to report to work 
a second time, but is given less than two 
hours work on the second reporting, 
the employer must pay the employee 
an additional two hours of pay.

Scheduled Meetings
What if an employee is required to 
attend a meeting that lasts less than two 
hours on a day he or she is not normally 
scheduled to work? The Division 
of Labor Standards Enforcement 
(“DLSE”) generally has taken the 
position that employers are required 
to pay employees two to four hours of 
reporting time pay when they report 
to work for a previously scheduled 
meeting of shorter duration. Recently, 

O

So long as the time 
is scheduled and the 
employee works at 

least half the scheduled 
time, no reporting time 

pay is owed.” 



however, the California Court of Appeal 
issued a contrary decision in Aleman 
v. AirTouch Cellular, 202 Cal.App.4th 
117(December 21, 2011).
  In Aleman, a putative class of 
employees sought a minimum of two 
hours reporting time pay for attending 
scheduled staff meetings on days 
they were not otherwise scheduled to 
work. The meetings were noted clearly 
on the weekly schedule, which was 
posted at least four days in advance, 
and generally lasted from one hour to 
one-and-a-half hours. Rejecting the 
plaintiffs’ claim, the Court of Appeal 
held that, where any work time is 
scheduled, reporting time pay is only 
owed when the employee works less 
than half of the expected scheduled 
time. In this case, the plaintiffs were 
scheduled and expected to work only 
one to one-and-a-half hours, and they 
worked at least half that scheduled 
time. Thus, the court held, no reporting 
time pay was owed.
   In its ruling, the Court of Appeal 
closely analyzed Section 5 of the IWC 
wage orders. Section 5 states that 
employees are owed reporting time 
pay if they report for their “usual or 
scheduled” shift and work less than 
half that time. The plaintiffs in Aleman 
attempted to argue that because their 
usual shifts were generally longer than 
two hours, any time they showed up 
and worked less than two hours, they 
were entitled to at least two hours of 
reporting time pay. The court disagreed, 
holding that since the work periods at 
issue were pre-scheduled meetings of 
an established duration, they qualifi ed 
within the term “usual or scheduled” 
day’s work. The length of an employee’s 
“usual” shift was irrelevant. Provided 
the employee worked at least half of 
the scheduled work time–whatever that 
length of time happened to be–reporting 
time pay was not owed.
  The court disregarded the plaintiffs’ 
reliance on the DLSE Enforcement 
Policies and Interpretations Manual, 
stating it was unclear as applied to 
the facts in this case and, regardless, 
the court was not bound by a DLSE 
interpretation.

Th e Facts are Critical
In another recent case, Price v. 
Starbucks, 192 Cal. App. 4th 1136 
(2011), an employee was called in 

on a day that he was not scheduled 
to work for “a talk” (i.e., to get fi red). 
The meeting lasted approximately 45 
seconds. Recognizing the employee was 
entitled to at least some reporting time 
pay, the employer paid the employee 
two hours of reporting time pay. The 
employee sued, claiming he should 
have been paid 3.3 hours of reporting 
time pay, based on the average length 
of his scheduled shifts, instead of two 
hours. On appeal, the court in Price 
held that employees are only entitled to 
the minimum payment of two hours of 
reporting time pay when they are called 
in to work to “attend a meeting for an 
unspecifi ed number of hours,” which 
is what the employee had received. 
The Aleman court distinguished 
Price, recognizing that in Aleman, the 
meetings were pre-scheduled and had 
defi nite start times, expected topics and 
durations. Unlike the unscheduled, 
45-second “talk” in Price, the Aleman 
meetings “could only be considered 
scheduled work.” Thus, so long as the 
time is scheduled and the employee 
works at least half the scheduled time, 
no reporting time pay is owed.
  A further clarifi cation was 
provided in Aleman regarding split-shift 
premiums. The wage orders defi ne 
a “split shift” as “a work schedule, 
which is interrupted by non-paid non-
working periods established by the 
employer, other than bona fi de rest or 
meal periods.” Under the wage orders, 
an employee who works two such 
separate shifts in a day is entitled to 
one hour of pay at the minimum wage 
in addition to the minimum wage for 
that workday. In Aleman, the plaintiffs 
occasionally worked a split shift, when 
they attended a meeting in the morning 
and then returned for a longer shift 
later the same day.
  The company argued that it had 
properly paid the plaintiffs on these 
days because their total daily pay 
exceeded the minimum wage for all 
hours worked, plus an additional hour 
at minimum wage. The court agreed, 
noting that the wage orders only 
required one hour at the minimum 
wage to be paid “in addition to the 
minimum wage for that day,” rather 
than the “regular wage” for the day. 
In this case, because the plaintiffs 
were paid an hourly rate over the state 
minimum wage, the surplus amount 

could be used to satisfy the split-shift 
premium requirement.
  In sum, the Aleman court clarifi ed 
that an employee who works eight 
hours on a split-shift must receive 
minimum compensation of nine hours 
times the minimum wage, as opposed 
to eight hours their regular rate plus 
one hour of minimum wage. For 
example, assuming an $8 minimum 
wage, an employee who earns more 
than $72 for an 8 hour day is not 
entitled to receive a split-shift premium, 
even if he or she works a split shift. 
This is because they were paid a total 
amount equal to or greater than the 
minimum wage for all hours worked, 
plus one additional hour.

Split-Shift Premiums
As is often the case, the court left 
open the remaining question of what 
happens when an employee works 
less than eight hours in a workday. 
Nevertheless, the Aleman case confi rms 
that employers need be most mindful 
about split-shift pay for employees 
whose hourly wage is at or close to 
the minimum wage (though, when 
in doubt, do the math or consult 
employment counsel).
 In view of Aleman and Price, 
employers are advised to:

clearly designate all meetings 
and events of short duration on 
employee work schedules

indicate the precise length of the 
meeting

ensure the meeting lasts at least half 
as long as the scheduled time

make sure employees record the 
time spent attending the meeting 

  With regard to split-shifts, 
employers should make sure they 
are using the proper calculation to 
determine whether split-shift premium 
payments are in 
fact owed. 

Employment law 
attorney Nicole 
Kamm can be 
contacted at 
(818) 990-2120 
or nkamm@
lewitthackman.com.

1 The reporting time pay requirement is not currently codified in 
a California Labor Code section 
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   ODAY’S SMALL AND MEDIUM- 
   sized businesses have many
   human resources functions 
and responsibilities. Departments are 
overwhelmed with having to focus on 
everything from payroll and benefi ts 
administration, performance reviews, 
hiring, fi ring, all the way through to 
retirement planning.
  Core HR competencies consist of 
more than just payroll and benefi ts; 
they also include compensation, 
talent management, recruiting and 
compliance. It is virtually impossible for 
HR generalists to effectively manage all 
of these areas. Yet, that is exactly how 
most businesses manage this exposure.

HR Administration
As technology has evolved, most 
vendors have moved away from paper 
and automated their process through 
web technology. The problem with this 
is while it gets the HR department away 
from paper pushing, it moves them 
into keying information into anywhere 
between 4-6 different systems on a 
day-to-day basis, which can ultimately 
be just as time consuming and tedious 
of a process. It embraces technology, 
and is green; however, it does little 
to alleviate a lot of the burdens of HR 
administration.
  Leveraging a comprehensive toolset 
through a web-based Human Resource 
Management System (“HRMS”) can 
enable small and medium-sized 
businesses to proactively manage the 
needs of their business, close the gaps 

in employment litigation and become a 
more compliant and strategic employer. 
The consolidation of tools under one 
roof also alleviates pressure on staffi ng, 
and when properly designed and 
implemented, becomes a vital part of 
the company culture.

Return on Investment
The issue always comes down to the 
return on investment of having enough 
resources to effectively run an HR 
department. For most small and mid-
sized businesses, dependency upon 
vendors for payroll and benefi ts is 
essential. Yet when properly deployed, 
can integrate seamlessly with a HRMS, 
which integrates time and attendance 
tracking, job tracking, training and 
recruiting. This type of tool can turn 
a meager HR budget into a powerful 
workhorse.
  From a human factors standpoint, 
providing employees with 24/7 access 
to view their paycheck, W-2, PTO 
and health benefi ts, frees up time for 
managers and the HR department while 
offering real-time data and promoting 
employee accountability. This can be 
achieved through an integrated HR 
platform which includes an employee 
lifecycle approach.
  No HRMS platform could be 
deployed without 100% assurance of 
security and confi dentiality. More and 
more businesses are adapting cloud- 
based platforms to safely store data. 
This is possible through the use of 
SSL and 128bit-256bit encryption, the 

highest standard of security available. 
Redundant backup assures absolute 
data security. This is an important 
feature when evaluating vendors.
  Recruiting and talent management 
have begun to remerge as business 
climate improves. Social networking 
sites such as Facebook, LinkedIn and 
Twitter are emerging as complements 
to Monster and Craigslist. For an 
overwhelmed HR department to scour 
email submitted posts, or review 
multiple resume posts, it can be an 
arduous, time-consuming process. A 
HRMS tool automates this process, 
allowing companies to screen and 
review based upon their criteria. After 
recruitment, conducting a background 
check and transition into payroll can be 
seamless. Part of their orientation will 
most likely include training. Typically, 
HR professionals would have to venture 
out to trade conferences for the latest in 
training materials.

Recruit, Train, Hire
HRMS comes into play as a critical 
tool for training. Manuals, training 
presentations and other relevant 
courseware can be delivered virtually, 
through the portal. Employees read 
and electronically sign all policies and 
procedures. This allows organizations 
to offer all types of training programs 
while reducing costs.
  The more advanced systems are 
“recruit to retire,” including every 
aspect of the employees lifecycle. 
Applicant tracking, time off tracking 

T
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(PTO and vacation), time and 
attendance, scheduling center, payroll, 
benefi t administration, employee 
fi les, training performance reviews, 
onboarding documents (W-4, I-9, 
employee handbook, etc.), tracking 
and use of fl exible spending accounts, 
health savings accounts and COBRA 
administration can be seamlessly 
integrated into one system.
  Time clocking, now more 
commonly referred to as time and 
attendance, is a great component that 
is enhanced when such a HRMS is 
implemented. Employees clock in, and 
the location is recorded via IP address, 
which can be restricted. Time tracking 
of projects and job costing can all be 
electronically imported into payroll and 
accounting, and also now accomplished 
through smart phones and iPad devices. 
This integration can be seamless and 
saves countless hours, while ensuring 
billable hours.
  Take the case of employee 
reviews. These are one of the critical 
components of retaining talent, and yet 
so few fi rms have a process to quickly 
and easily perform them. Using such 
a system, employers can conduct, and 
employees can complete them through 
a myriad of ways, such as surveys, 
continuing education, certifi cations, 
trainings, etc., while the system ensures 
that certain performance, attendance or 
other criteria are to the job standard. 
Performance reviews turn from a labor 
to an opportunity and can be matched 
to job descriptions electronically.

Too Good to be True?
Sounds ideal? While many HRMS 
programs exist, enterprise-level 
organizations are way ahead of the 
curve when it comes to deploying 
these programs. Part of the appeal 
of employers migrating to employee 
leasing arrangements and professional 
employer organizations (“PEO’s”), have 
been the ability to deploy this type 
of software previously thought to be 
available to Fortune 500 companies. 
Fortunately, the market has evolved 
and advanced, and while not every 
HRMS plan offers the comprehensive 
array of integration described herein, 
there are several that may be adaptable 
to suit the needs of small and mid-sized 
employers.
  “But, we are special! We do things 
different. We have special needs.” These 
comments are common concerns facing 

employers who resist transitioning to 
HRMS software, who truly do have 
unique process or workplace needs. 
Higher-end HRMS systems are not 
necessarily “what you see is what 
you get.” They are highly customizable 
software that can be adapted and 
tailored to each company’s specifi c 
needs.
  To determine if one’s business is 
a candidate for such a platform, the 
company needs to take a look at their 
processes. If the HR person was absent 
for a week, would the business capably 
be able to have a replacement step 
in and administrate the workplace? 
Are there all sorts of secret processes 
that reply on a desktop or are tracked 
manually? Is payroll processing a 
constant nightmare for the team? Are 
time-off requests a burdensome process 
done manually?
  Leveraging an HRMS, the HR 
department can be more productive 
and responsive to the strategic needs 
of employees and the business as 
a whole. Integrating payroll and 
employee benefi ts into a compliant 
HRMS platform can simplify and 
alleviate wasted time, and when 
properly deployed, provide a 

customized comprehensive platform 
for record keeping and tracking of all 
employment-related issues from hiring 
through termination.
  Regardless of the size of a 
company’s workforce, the daily 
management of payroll, benefi ts 
administration, training and other 
continuously changing HR needs can be 
overwhelming. Optimizing a secure 
HR platform (via the web), is now 
available with a majority of these 
functions administered by employees 
themselves, freeing time for the 
management team and HR department 
to focus on more strategic issues. It’s 
2012; business should no longer be 
performing HR functions like they did 
10 years ago! 

Martin Levy, CLU/RHU is a principal of 
Corporate Strategies 
Inc. which is an 
employee benefi ts 
company catering to 
small and medium 
sized companies, 
located in Encino. 
Levy can be reached 
at (800) 914 3564 or 
Marty@CorpStrat.com 
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   ATE ONE FRIDAY AFTERNOON, JUST BEFORE   ATE ONE FRIDAY AFTERNOON, JUST BEFORE   
      a long anticipated weekend, the telephone rings and a long anticipated weekend, the telephone rings and 
   it’s a client who has just been informed that his young,    it’s a client who has just been informed that his young, 
vivacious (and sometimes fl irtatious) receptionist has just vivacious (and sometimes fl irtatious) receptionist has just 
reported that she was improperly touched by the offi ce reported that she was improperly touched by the offi ce 
manager. The alleged misconduct occurred during a late manager. The alleged misconduct occurred during a late 
afternoon lunch, which included several fruity cocktails. afternoon lunch, which included several fruity cocktails. 
Responding to allegations of employee misconduct, if not Responding to allegations of employee misconduct, if not 
handled properly, can create legal implications including civil handled properly, can create legal implications including civil 
and criminal liabilities.and criminal liabilities.

Prompt and Thorough Investigation
By and far, one of the biggest mistakes made by employers in By and far, one of the biggest mistakes made by employers in 
harassment and discrimination cases is the failure to conduct harassment and discrimination cases is the failure to conduct 
a prompt and thorough investigation. Most often, by the time a prompt and thorough investigation. Most often, by the time 
the fi le lands on the lawyer’s desk, months have passed since the fi le lands on the lawyer’s desk, months have passed since 
the alleged misconduct. Sometimes the victim or alleged the alleged misconduct. Sometimes the victim or alleged 
perpetrator are no longer with the company or witnesses have perpetrator are no longer with the company or witnesses have 
moved away and lines have been drawn in the sand. Any moved away and lines have been drawn in the sand. Any 
investigation at this point is simply for damage control and to investigation at this point is simply for damage control and to 
prepare for trial.prepare for trial.
  While most employers are aware of their obligation   While most employers are aware of their obligation 
under the law to investigate complaints of harassment, under the law to investigate complaints of harassment, 
discrimination, whistleblowing, retaliation or other discrimination, whistleblowing, retaliation or other 
wrongdoing, they fail to appreciate the importance of timing wrongdoing, they fail to appreciate the importance of timing 
and thoroughness. A sloppy investigation or no investigation and thoroughness. A sloppy investigation or no investigation 
at all is a defense lawyer’s nightmare. All employers must at all is a defense lawyer’s nightmare. All employers must 
strive to meet the minimum requirements of an adequate strive to meet the minimum requirements of an adequate 
workplace investigation.workplace investigation.
    Coltran v. Rollins Hudig Hall International, Inc.Coltran v. Rollins Hudig Hall International, Inc., 17 Cal.4th , 17 Cal.4th 
93 (1998), is the most signifi cant case to address workplace 93 (1998), is the most signifi cant case to address workplace 
investigations. The investigations. The Coltran Coltran court thought it imprudent to court thought it imprudent to 
specify in detail the elements of an adequate investigation, specify in detail the elements of an adequate investigation, 
but it determined that the governing standard of a reasonable but it determined that the governing standard of a reasonable 
investigation is whether the employer acted in good faith.investigation is whether the employer acted in good faith.
  There are many ways to conduct an objective, impartial   There are many ways to conduct an objective, impartial 
and unbiased investigation, but the fi rst step is promptness. and unbiased investigation, but the fi rst step is promptness. 
All investigations must be conducted promptly. Promptness All investigations must be conducted promptly. Promptness 
means commencing an investigation within 24 hours of being means commencing an investigation within 24 hours of being 
notifi ed of a complaint.notifi ed of a complaint.

  An employer has a statutory duty to take appropriate An employer has a statutory duty to take appropriate 
corrective action once a complaint of harassment or corrective action once a complaint of harassment or 
discrimination is brought to its attention. Even one incident discrimination is brought to its attention. Even one incident 
of harassment warrants immediate and corrective action, if of harassment warrants immediate and corrective action, if 
necessary. necessary. Flait v. North American Watch Corp.Flait v. North American Watch Corp., 3 Cal.App. , 3 Cal.App. 
4th 467 (1992). Failure to immediately address allegations of 4th 467 (1992). Failure to immediately address allegations of 
harassment may encourage other incidents and may expose harassment may encourage other incidents and may expose 
the employer to punitive damages.the employer to punitive damages.
  California Civil Code section 3294 provides that an   California Civil Code section 3294 provides that an 
employer is only liable for punitive damages if the employer employer is only liable for punitive damages if the employer 
had “advance knowledge of the unfi tness of the alleged had “advance knowledge of the unfi tness of the alleged 
perpetrator and continued to employ the employee with perpetrator and continued to employ the employee with 
a conscious disregard of the rights or safety of others or a conscious disregard of the rights or safety of others or 
authorized or ratifi ed the wrongful conduct...or was guilty of authorized or ratifi ed the wrongful conduct...or was guilty of 
oppression, fraud or malice.” Even if the employer doubts the oppression, fraud or malice.” Even if the employer doubts the 
alleged victim’s allegations of harassment, the duty to conduct alleged victim’s allegations of harassment, the duty to conduct 
a prompt investigation cannot be delayed.a prompt investigation cannot be delayed.

Independent and Experienced Investigator
In determining who should conduct the investigation, In determining who should conduct the investigation, 
whether it be a member of the human resources department, whether it be a member of the human resources department, 
in-house legal counsel or an outside consultant, the in-house legal counsel or an outside consultant, the 
investigator should: (1) be a neutral party with credibility; investigator should: (1) be a neutral party with credibility; 
(2) possess good interviewing skills; (3) have knowledge (2) possess good interviewing skills; (3) have knowledge 
concerning the company’s sexual harassment/discrimination concerning the company’s sexual harassment/discrimination 
policy; (4) have a general understanding of the law; and (5) policy; (4) have a general understanding of the law; and (5) 
the ability to conduct the investigation impartially and with the ability to conduct the investigation impartially and with 
confi dentiality.confi dentiality.
  Even before the offi cial investigation begins, the   Even before the offi cial investigation begins, the 
investigator, with the assistance of the employer, must investigator, with the assistance of the employer, must 
establish the scope and protocol of the investigation. The pre-establish the scope and protocol of the investigation. The pre-
investigation should include a review of workplace policies, investigation should include a review of workplace policies, 
personnel fi les, witness statements, if any, and anything else personnel fi les, witness statements, if any, and anything else 
bearing on the investigation. The investigator should attempt bearing on the investigation. The investigator should attempt 
to uncover as much information as possible before meeting to uncover as much information as possible before meeting 
with any witnesses.with any witnesses.
  An experienced investigator is extremely important   An experienced investigator is extremely important 
because the manner in which the investigation is handled will because the manner in which the investigation is handled will 
be closely scrutinized by plaintiff’s counsel. The investigator be closely scrutinized by plaintiff’s counsel. The investigator 
must be skilled at asking open-ended and probing questions. must be skilled at asking open-ended and probing questions. 

L
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Simply allowing the complainant or the alleged harasser Simply allowing the complainant or the alleged harasser 
to tell his or her version of events is not enough. It’s also to tell his or her version of events is not enough. It’s also 
important to keep in mind that under California law, the only important to keep in mind that under California law, the only 
independent contractors allowed to perform investigations independent contractors allowed to perform investigations 
are licensed private investigators and attorneys performing are licensed private investigators and attorneys performing 
their duties as attorneys. Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code sec. 7522(e).their duties as attorneys. Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code sec. 7522(e).
  Regardless of who conducts the investigation, the   Regardless of who conducts the investigation, the 
employer must ensure that the investigator is impartial and employer must ensure that the investigator is impartial and 
objective. The purpose of an investigation is to uncover objective. The purpose of an investigation is to uncover 
enough relevant facts to enable the investigator to make enough relevant facts to enable the investigator to make 
credibility assessments and ultimately to determine whether credibility assessments and ultimately to determine whether 
the harassment or other wrongdoing occurred and, if so, to the harassment or other wrongdoing occurred and, if so, to 
recommend appropriate corrective action.recommend appropriate corrective action.

Confidentiality
Oftentimes, workplace investigations concerning allegations Oftentimes, workplace investigations concerning allegations 
of sexual harassment or discrimination involve sensitive of sexual harassment or discrimination involve sensitive 
information. To protect the integrity of the investigation information. To protect the integrity of the investigation 
and those involved, protective measures should be taken to and those involved, protective measures should be taken to 
maintain confi dentiality to the extent possible.maintain confi dentiality to the extent possible.
  Depending on the scope of the investigation and the   Depending on the scope of the investigation and the 
number of witnesses, it may be diffi cult to keep all aspects of number of witnesses, it may be diffi cult to keep all aspects of 
an investigation confi dential; however, the employer should an investigation confi dential; however, the employer should 
take reasonable steps to ensure that information disclosed take reasonable steps to ensure that information disclosed 
during the investigation is only shared on a need to know during the investigation is only shared on a need to know 
basis.basis.
  Sometimes it’s necessary for the investigator to share   Sometimes it’s necessary for the investigator to share 
certain information with witnesses to fi nd out what he or she certain information with witnesses to fi nd out what he or she 
knows but, this should be done on a limited and confi dential knows but, this should be done on a limited and confi dential 
basis. An investigator’s notes, written statements or tape basis. An investigator’s notes, written statements or tape 
recorded interviews should also be kept confi dential.recorded interviews should also be kept confi dential.

FEHA
The Fair Employment and Housing Agency (“FEHA”) The Fair Employment and Housing Agency (“FEHA”) 
guidelines identify several key components of a workplace guidelines identify several key components of a workplace 
investigation. First, a complaint of sexual harassment investigation. First, a complaint of sexual harassment 
must be “fully and effectively” investigated. This means must be “fully and effectively” investigated. This means 
the investigation must be “immediate, thorough, objective the investigation must be “immediate, thorough, objective 
and complete.” Anyone with information concerning the and complete.” Anyone with information concerning the 
complaint should be interviewed. A determination must be complaint should be interviewed. A determination must be 
made and the results communicated to the complainant, to made and the results communicated to the complainant, to 
the alleged harasser and anyone else directly concerned. If the alleged harasser and anyone else directly concerned. If 
the harassment is proven, there must be prompt and effective the harassment is proven, there must be prompt and effective 
remedial action. Appropriate action must be taken against the remedial action. Appropriate action must be taken against the 
harasser and communicated to the victim. Second, steps must harasser and communicated to the victim. Second, steps must 
be taken to prevent further harassment and third, appropriate be taken to prevent further harassment and third, appropriate 
action must be taken to remedy the complainant’s loss, if any.action must be taken to remedy the complainant’s loss, if any.
  In   In Silva v. Lucky Stores, Inc.Silva v. Lucky Stores, Inc., 65 Cal. App. 4th 256 (1998), , 65 Cal. App. 4th 256 (1998), 
the court scrutinized the investigation of Lucky Stores the court scrutinized the investigation of Lucky Stores 
following several complaints of sexual harassment by a store following several complaints of sexual harassment by a store 
manager. The court discussed the basic requirements of a manager. The court discussed the basic requirements of a 
reasonable, good faith investigation. Some of the key points reasonable, good faith investigation. Some of the key points 
identifi ed by the identifi ed by the SilvaSilva court include: commencing a prompt  court include: commencing a prompt 
investigation, use of an independent investigator trained in investigation, use of an independent investigator trained in 
how to conduct an investigation, memorialized fi ndings, how to conduct an investigation, memorialized fi ndings, 
use of “relevant, open-ended, nonleading questions” and use of “relevant, open-ended, nonleading questions” and 
confi dentiality. Id. at 272.confi dentiality. Id. at 272.

Final Determination
Finally, after concluding the investigation, the investigator Finally, after concluding the investigation, the investigator 
must make a fi nal determinationmust make a fi nal determination–either the harassment either the harassment 
happened, it didn’t happen, the investigation was happened, it didn’t happen, the investigation was 

inconclusive or, there was other inappropriate conduct. inconclusive or, there was other inappropriate conduct. 
The investigator should prepare a written report which The investigator should prepare a written report which 
includes a summary of the complainant’s allegations, witness includes a summary of the complainant’s allegations, witness 
statements, timeline of material events and the investigators statements, timeline of material events and the investigators 
fi ndings and credibility determinations.fi ndings and credibility determinations.
 Many investigations fail to meet the legal requirements  Many investigations fail to meet the legal requirements 
under under ColtranColtran and the FEHA because the investigator doesn’t  and the FEHA because the investigator doesn’t 
make a determination about whether the harassment actually make a determination about whether the harassment actually 
occurred. According to the Equal Employment Opportunity occurred. According to the Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission’s (“EEOC”) Enforcement Guidance on Vicarious Commission’s (“EEOC”) Enforcement Guidance on Vicarious 
Employer Liability for Unlawful Harassment by Supervisors, Employer Liability for Unlawful Harassment by Supervisors, 
a trained investigator will have to weigh all of the facts and a trained investigator will have to weigh all of the facts and 
make crucial credibility assessments. Factors to include in the make crucial credibility assessments. Factors to include in the 
assessments are:assessments are:

1. is the testimony believable1. is the testimony believable

2. what is the person’s demeanor during the interview2. what is the person’s demeanor during the interview

3. does the witness have a bias or reason to lie3. does the witness have a bias or reason to lie

4. is there other evidence to corroborate the victim 4. is there other evidence to corroborate the victim 
    or alleged harasser’s testimony    or alleged harasser’s testimony

5. does the alleged harasser have a history of similar    5. does the alleged harasser have a history of similar    
    misconduct    misconduct

  Addressing and determining the credibility of main   Addressing and determining the credibility of main 
participants and eyewitnesses will assist the investigator participants and eyewitnesses will assist the investigator 
in making a fi nal determination about whether the alleged in making a fi nal determination about whether the alleged 
harassment occurred.harassment occurred.
  If the harassment happened, appropriate remedial   If the harassment happened, appropriate remedial 
measures must be taken. In measures must be taken. In Fuller v. City of OaklandFuller v. City of Oakland, 47 , 47 
F.3d 1522 (9th Cir. 1995), the Ninth Circuit underscored F.3d 1522 (9th Cir. 1995), the Ninth Circuit underscored 
the importance of the employer’s duty to investigate and the importance of the employer’s duty to investigate and 
take appropriate remedial measures. “Remedies should be take appropriate remedial measures. “Remedies should be 
reasonably calculated to end the harassment.” Remedial reasonably calculated to end the harassment.” Remedial 
measures include but, are not limited to, sexual harassment measures include but, are not limited to, sexual harassment 
training, written reprimand or warning, demotion, transfer, training, written reprimand or warning, demotion, transfer, 
suspension or termination.suspension or termination.
  Even if the investigator determines that no harassment   Even if the investigator determines that no harassment 
occurred, it may still be prudent to separate the complainant occurred, it may still be prudent to separate the complainant 
and alleged harasser and monitor the situation to avoid and alleged harasser and monitor the situation to avoid 
further allegations of misconduct. Equally important further allegations of misconduct. Equally important 
is a follow up with the victim to make sure the alleged is a follow up with the victim to make sure the alleged 
harassment or other misconduct has stopped and no harassment or other misconduct has stopped and no 
retaliation is occurring. In the end, the fi nal written decision retaliation is occurring. In the end, the fi nal written decision 
should be a reasoned conclusion supported by substantial should be a reasoned conclusion supported by substantial 
evidence in accordance with evidence in accordance with ColtranColtran.
  Workplace investigations, of any type, can be very   Workplace investigations, of any type, can be very 
disruptive and time consuming. The best approach is to disruptive and time consuming. The best approach is to 
be proactive. At the very least, all employees should be be proactive. At the very least, all employees should be 
provided with the company’s workforce conduct policy provided with the company’s workforce conduct policy 
and asked to sign an acknowledgement of receipt. Periodic and asked to sign an acknowledgement of receipt. Periodic 
sexual harassment training classes, sexual harassment training classes, 
for all employees, both educate and for all employees, both educate and 
reinforce the employer’s commitment reinforce the employer’s commitment 
to a workplace free of harassment, to a workplace free of harassment, 
intimidation and retaliation.intimidation and retaliation.

Cameron A. StewartCameron A. Stewart, an attorney at , an attorney at 
Nemecek & Cole in Sherman Oaks, is Nemecek & Cole in Sherman Oaks, is 
an employment and labor law litigation an employment and labor law litigation 
attorney. She can be contacted at (818) attorney. She can be contacted at (818) 
788-9500 or cstewart@nemecek-cole.com.788-9500 or cstewart@nemecek-cole.com. 
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   RESH STARTS ARE VERY  
   exciting and the New Year  
   traditionally marks the   
   beginning of hope for many 
professionals and businesses. But once 
February rolls around, how many 
of those promises are still in effect? 
Below is a list of activities and actions 
that employers may want to examine  
preferably in December or January, but 
March can work as well.

1. Examine the Firm
Think of the fi rm as a family 
household. Has anything changed? 
Are there more partners, or less? 
What about new employees and 
associates? Whatever the change, 
make sure that the advisors for the 
fi rm are aware. For example, some 
small fi rms have retirement accounts 
that cannot be transferred without the 
permission of an ex-partner; if this 

Financial 
Planning 
for Employers
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partner is disgruntled, accomplishing 
this task may be about as easy as 
asking a divorcing spouse to pass the 
other spouse a glass of water. When 
at all possible, make sure retirement 
accounts, or anything that is important 
to the fi rm, are addressed in the exit 
interview.
  In regards to a business owner’s 
family, if anything has changed, contact 
an estate attorney to decide if the 
event merits altering the current estate 
plan. For new families, consult with a 
professional to decide the appropriate 
time to create an estate plan. Please note 
that one does not need to wait until 
more money is earned to approach an 
estate attorney for information.

2. Evaluate the Business
Guess what? Retirement, voluntarily 
or not, is one year closer as of the New 
Year. How did the business perform 
compared to expectations? If under-
performance is an issue, how long has 
it been happening? Some fi rms are still 
in a recession, when the fact is that the 
recession began in 2008, it’s now 2012 
and this could be the new normal.
  The names for the economy 
change, “recession, depression, boom,” 
like the stages of a story, “exposition, 
climax, denouement.” If the fi rm has 
not recovered, consult with a business 
strategist to see what can be done to 
help the business or partners.
  If the fi rm performed better than 
expected last year, consult with an 
accountant to discuss tax strategies. 
More money, more taxes! Also, fi gure 
out what contributed to the fi rm’s 
amazing year so that it can be repeated.
  There might also be an opportunity 
for a partner of a growing law fi rm to 
have personal benefi ts owned by the 
business. This is especially popular 
for medical insurance because of the 
group coverage, but it can also fi t 
with other risk strategies. Review the 
type of corporation, retirement plan, 
insurance, bank, CPA, etc., every few 
years or when there are signifi cant 
changes. There is no “one size fi ts all” in 
business, which means the accountant 
used for a two partner fi rm might not 
work as well for ten partners.
  Begin each year with the end in 
mind. For example, if the goal is to 
bring on a partner by the end of the 
year, consult with the fi rm’s business 
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advisors to help make sure the fi rm 
is desirable so that the best candidate 
wants to be there. Or let’s say the 
founding partner would like to sell the 
fi rm to retire; if this is the case, it’s a 
good time to examine who represents 
the “face” of the fi rm. What can happen 
as a result of bad planning is a drop 
in revenue once the founder leaves 
because clients refuse to work with 
anyone else.
  If client acquisition seems to be 
the issue that needs addressing, set a 
calendar to audit groups, associations, 
website designers, public relations, etc, 
that are used to help attorneys develop 
a larger market. Create a checklist of 
monthly, semi-annually and annual 
benchmarks.

3. Plan for the Worst Case 
Scenario
Take the time to sit down and think 
about the most desirable position 
during a downturn. This might be one 
year of reserves in the bank because 
of a case that monopolized time and 
energy for months, or it could be to 
reduce the fi rm’s overhead so that the 
cash fl ow is not so strained.
  The biggest worst case scenarios 
are disability and death, one of which 
is inevitable. Responsible professionals 
should update insurance policies as 
their personal situations change, both 
personal and business related.
  With personal policies, the two 
considerations that infl uence most 
decisions are cost versus benefi t. The 
more debt, the bigger the policy. In 
regards to disability insurance, be sure 
that the monthly benefi t covers the 
offi ce overhead and personal mortgage, 
then if needed, add more as income 
allows. If there is already a policy in 
force but the monthly benefi t is not 
enough, have an insurance advisor 
check to make sure it’s still appropriate 
for your situation.
  Lawsuits! Affordability of insurance 
can be a problem for some attorneys 
when it comes to liability insurance. 
Discounts may be available, so do your 
research.

4. Always Save
An employee’s personal fi nancial issues 
are a big concern for employers because 
employees tend to use work hours to 
fi nd solutions and make arrangements 

for their personal fi nancial problems. 
As an employer, the way to minimize 
this is through education. Check into 
programs that help the employees as 
well as the partners learn about money 
or budgeting. Some fi nancial fi rms 
have programs that emphasize the 
importance of debt management and 
improving the employee’s cash fl ow, 
as well as establishing fi nancial goals 
and putting a plan in place to achieve 
those goals.
  Whether the salary is $75,000 or 
$750,000, saving money each month 
or pay period is a wise decision. It’s a 
habit that is hard to break and great to 
have. For those paid on a contingency 
basis instead of a fi xed savings amount, 
you may want to focus on saving a 
percentage of your income.
  The most common threat to a good 
savings habit is procrastination. Try 
to avoid it and start saving something 
small today, not after the marriage, 
divorce, kids, private school, student 
loan, mortgage, parents pass, etc. 
Life will always continue to happen 
regardless of plans set.
  If a fi rm starts now with these four 
steps, once 2013 rolls around, there 
could be a noticeable difference in the 
fi rm’s fi nancial situation. Altering the 
way one thinks is the key to changing 
behavior. Remember, baby steps. Start 
the year with small objectives. Examine 
the results three months later; there 
may be room for improvement, so 
make adjustments as needed. Once a 
goal has been checked off the list, start 
the next.

This article should not be construed as 
investment or fi nancial advice related 
to your personal situation. Waddell & 
Reed does not provide legal or tax advice. 
Please consult your fi nancial, legal and 
tax advisors prior to making fi nancial 
decisions.

Serria Bishop is a Financial Advisor 
with Waddell & Reed 
in Sherman Oaks. 
Serria is securities 
and insurance licensed 
in California (license 
#0G36985). She can 
be reached at (818) 
465-0210, ext. 109 
or sbishop@
wradvisors.com.  



ATTORNEY TO ATTORNEY 
REFERRALS
APPEALS & TRIALS

$150/hour. I’m an experienced trial/
appellate attorney, Law Review. I’ll handle 
your appeals, trials or assist with litigation. 
Alan Goldberg (818) 421-5328.

STATE BAR CERTIFIED WORKERS COMP 
SPECIALIST

Over 30 years experience-quality practice. 
20% Referral fee paid to attorneys per 
State Bar rules. Goodchild & Duffy, PLC. 
(818) 380-1600.

EXPERT
STATE BAR DEFENSE & PREVENTATIVE LAW

Former: State Bar Prosecutor; Judge Pro 
Tem.Legal Malpractice Expert, Bd. Certified 
ABPLA & ABA. BS, MBA, JD, CAOC, 
ASCDC, A.V. (818) 986-9890 Fmr. Chair 
SFBA Ethics, Litigation. Phillip Feldman. 
www.LegalMalpracticeExperts.com. 
StateBarDefense@aol.com. 

SPACE AVAILABLE
ENCINO

EXECUTIVE SUITE (2,000 sf.) 5 window 
offices, large secretarial/steno pool, 
storage; MINI-SUITE (850 sf.) 2 window 
offices, 2 sec. spaces, storage; INTERIOR 
OFFICE (300 sf.) includes 1 sec. space; 3 
WORKSTATIONS (60 sf. each). Includes: 
reception room, shared kitchenette, 3 
common area conference rooms, and law 
library, paid utilities, janitorial, security 
building with 24/7 access. Call George or 
Patti (818) 788-3651.

EXECUTIVE OFFICE in “A” building–great 
views, freeway close, reception, conference, 
copier, sec. space available, support staff as 
needed. Please call Joan (818) 783-8830.

SHERMAN OAKS
Executive suite for lawyers. Window office 
(14.5x12) or corner office (14.5 x 19). 
Adjacent secretarial bay available for each. 
Receptionist, kitchen and conference rooms. 
Call Eric or Tom at (818) 784-8700.

VALLEY VILLAGE
Large window office 12’ x 16’ with garden 
patio and adjoining secretarial area. Shared 
executive law suite with receptionist, 
library, copier, kitchen and conference 
room. Beautiful building on Riverside Drive, 
friendly/relaxed atmosphere. Call Steve 
(818) 761-0011 or Weissinc1@aol.com.

Classifieds
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VAN NUYS
MID VALLEY PROFESSIONAL BUILDING
Excellent for Attorneys–Professionals,
Computer servers–High speed internet
TIME WARNER FIBER OPTIC CABLE
480-1,500SF, Fair prices and terms.
Please contact Ken (818) 909-7551.

Executive Suites starting at $475. Located 
two blocks from Civic Center. Full-time 
receptionist, conference rooms, law library, 
kitchen, copier, utilities, janitorial included. 
Call Rosalee at (818) 756-2000.

SUPPORT SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL MONITORED VISITATIONS 

AND PARENTING COACHING
Family Visitation Services • 20 years 
experience “offering a family friendly 
approach to” high conflict custody situations 
• Member of SVN • Hourly or extended 
visitations, will travel • visitsbyIlene@yahoo.
com • (818) 968-8586/(800) 526-5179.

Ample offstreet parking.
Approximately 2183 sf.

Call Lynne Beavers Realtor
(213) 703-7145

Unique law offi ce opportunity just 
blocks from the Van Nuys courthouse.

Two buildings on one parcel.
Front building has multiple offi ces 
with reception area, kitchenette.

Rear building can be used as offi ces 
(2 bedroom, 1 bath house w/hardwood 

fl oors, built-ins, kitchen, laundry) 
above a partitioned 3-car garage 

(great storage).

FOR SALE
VAN NUYS

NOHO-UNIVERSAL CITY
Two large window offi  ces and bays in 

spacious (8500 sq. ft.) full-service law suite. 

Includes beautiful reception and conference 

room, storage space, kitchen, law library, 

lobby security and other amenities.

Contact Sol at (818) 506-1500 

or sol@ajalatlaw.com.

Located at 5200 Lankershim Boulevard on 

top fl oor of Th e Academy Tower in prime

NoHo Arts District. Adjacent to restaurants, 

theaters and metro station with direct 

route to downtown courts.

Classifi ed Advertising Per Issue
  Member  Non-Member

25 words or less  $45  $90

Each additional  $1.80  $3.60
word

Add logo   $30  $55
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www.myequation.net

Mathematics
Pre-Algebra
Algebra I, II 
Geometry
Math Analysis
Pre-Calculus
AP Statistics
AP Calculus AB, BC

Testing
SAT Subject Test 
PSAT
SAT 
ACT 
ERB

Science 
AP Biology                          
AP Physics                           
AP Chemistry                     
AP Environmental              
Anatomy       
General Science

Other
English                                                                                    
College Essays              
Writing  
Literature    

SAT Weekend 

Seminar
2 Days
8 Hours
$150

SAT Weekend 

Seminar
2 Days
8 Hours
$150

Call Ron SenderovCall Ron Senderov

818.222.2882818.222.2882

Sherri L. Andrews
Tujunga
(818) 951-9238
mesherri@pobox.com
Law Student 

Jennifer Ester Anishban
Encino
(818) 262-7991
anishbanlaw@aol.com
Estate Planning, Wills and Trusts 

Valeria V. Capilouto
Woodland Hills
(310) 365-2928
capilouto@hotmail.com
Family Law 

Elizabeth Erickson
Lewitt, Hackman, Shapiro, 
Marshall & Harlan
Encino
(818) 990-2120 
eerickson@lewitthackman.com
Family Law 

Plinio J. Garcia
Major Family Services, Inc.
Los Angeles
(888) 858-6233
pj@majorfamilyservices.com
Associate Member

Amy Goldman
Neighborhood Legal Services 
of LA County
Arleta
(800) 433-6251
amygoldman@nls-la.org

Yelena A. Gurevich
Consumer Action Law Group, PC
Glendale
(818) 254-8413
lena@calgroup.org
Bankruptcy

Kim Kawaratani
Green Dot Public Schools
Los Angeles
(323) 780-1259
kkawaratani@animo.org
Education/Special Education 

Stephanie Lewis
Cooper & Lewis
Woodland Hills
(818) 594-0011
stephanielewiscooper@gmail.com

Thomas D. McGeever
Northridge
(818) 933-6557
dennismcgeever@att.net
Workers’ Compensation 

Tamar Meyouhas
Children’s Law Center of Los Angeles
Monterey Park
(818) 470-0263 
TamarMeyouhas@gmail.com
Family Law 

Lina Miller
Law Offi ces of Cathleen E. Norton
Beverly Hills
(310) 300-4021
lina@cnortonlaw.com
Law Student

Janece Montgomery
Zgrablich & Montgomery
Woodland Hills
(818) 789-2889
janece@zgrablichmontgomery.com
Workers’ Compensation 

Devon Trevor Pollard
Los Angeles
(310) 902-6799
devonpollard@gmail.com
Litigation 

German Rotkop
Law Offi ces of German Rotkop
Encino
(818) 621-9594
grotkop@gmail.com
Business Law 

Carmen Ruda
San Francisco
(858) 822-8353
carmenruda1@gmail.com
Labor and Employment

David D. Samani
Canoga Park
(747) 444-9720
ddsamani@gmail.com

Marshall C. Sanders
Van Nuys
(818) 368-5345
marshallcsanders@msn.com
General Practice 

Sara Sheikh
Neighborhood Legal Services 
of LA County
San Fernando
(818) 898-2578
sarasheikh@nls-la.org
Family Law, Housing 

Candice Steiner
Sign of the Dove
Woodland Hills
(818) 974-6608
candice@signdove.com

Justin E. Sterling
Law Offi ces of Justin E. Sterling
Los Angeles
(310) 868-1993
justin@sterlingdefense.com
Criminal

Amir M. Tikriti
Toluca Lake
amir.tikriti@gmail.com
General Practice 

Maryann M. Tomkovicz
Wakeman Law Group, Inc.
Westlake Village
(805) 379-1186
maryann@wakemanlaw.com
Paralegal, Probate 

Taylor M. Vernon
Vernon Law Group
Los Angeles
(310) 295-2016
tvernon@vernonlawgroup.com
International Law 

The following applied as members to the SFVBA in January 2012: 
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Probate & Estate Planning Section 
Update from the Bench 

MARCH 13
12:00 NOON
MONTEREY AT ENCINO RESTAURANT
ENCINO 

Judges Mitchell Beckloff and Reva Goetz will 
discuss the latest developments at the Probate 
Court. 

MEMBERS NON-MEMBERS
$35 prepaid  $45 prepaid
$45 at the door  $55 at the door
1MCLE HOUR

Santa Clarita Valley Bar Association 

MARCH 15
12:00 NOON
TOURNAMENT PLAYERS CLUB
VALENCIA 

MEMBERS NON-MEMBERS
$35 prepaid  $40 prepaid
$40 at the door  
1MCLE HOUR

Workers’ Compensation Section 
Ogilvie III: Mediations and 
Arbitrations

MARCH 21
12:00 NOON
MONTEREY AT ENCINO RESTAURANT
ENCINO 

Attorneys Mark Polan and Saul Alweiss will 
discuss the effect of Ogilvie III. 

MEMBERS NON-MEMBERS
$35 prepaid  $45 prepaid
$45 at the door  $55 at the door
1MCLE HOUR

  

Intellectual Property, Entertainment 
and Internet Law Section  
America Invents Act: Patent 
Reform 101 for Attorneys and 
Clients 

MARCH 15
12:00 NOON
SFVBA CONFERENCE ROOM
WOODLAND HILLS 

Attorney Mark Nielsen will discuss the Leahy-
Smith America Invents Act, signed into law by 
President Barak Obama on September 16, 2011. 
The Act represents the fi rst signifi cant overhaul 
of the U.S. patent system in 60 years and will 
have an immediate impact on patent litigation. 

MEMBERS NON-MEMBERS
$30 prepaid  $40 prepaid
$40 at the door  $50 at the door
1MCLE HOUR

Litigation Section  
California Supreme Court 
Practice in Civil Cases  
MARCH 22
6:00 PM
SFVBA CONFERENCE ROOM
WOODLAND HILLS 

Attorneys David Axelrad and David Ettinger 
of Horvitz & Levy will review how to write a 
compelling petition to get review granted after 
you’ve lost in the Court of the Appeal as well as 
strategies for defending against your opponent’s 
petition for review when you’ve won. 

MEMBERS NON-MEMBERS
$35 prepaid  $45 prepaid
$45 at the door  $55 at the door
1MCLE HOURBusiness Law, Real Property & 

Bankruptcy Section  
Chapter 11 Cases 

MARCH 22
12:00 NOON
SFVBA CONFERENCE ROOM
WOODLAND HILLS 

Judge Geraldine Mund’s law clerk and former 
law professor Mary Elisabeth Kors will discuss 
how to get a Chapter 11 case off the ground. 

MEMBERS NON-MEMBERS
$30 prepaid  $40 prepaid
$40 at the door  $50 at the door
1MCLE HOUR

 

Family Law Section  
Prevention of Substance 
Abuse 
MARCH 26
5:30 PM
MONTEREY AT ENCINO RESTAURANT
ENCINO 

Criminal Law Attorney Robert Hoffman, an 
expert in this area, will discuss substance abuse 
in regard to you and your family law practice. 

MEMBERS NON-MEMBERS
$45 prepaid  $55 prepaid
$55 at the door  $65 at the door
1 MCLE HOUR 
(Prevention of Substance Abuse) 

To submit an article or story 
idea, email editor@sfvba.org.

Visit www.sfvba.org to download 
the 2012 Media Kit. To advertise, 
contact the Bar offi ce at 
(818) 227-0490, ext. 101.

WRITE ABOUT IT!WRITE ABOUT IT!

Diversity

The Courts
Criminal Law

Employment Law 
and Litigation

Business Law 
and Taxation

Family Law

Alternative Dispute 
Resolution

Legal Technology 
Law Practice Management

Intellectual Property 
and Entertainment Law

Probate 
and Estate Planning

New Lawyers

Year-in-Review

ARE YOU AN EXPERT IN 
YOUR AREA OF LAW?

The San Fernando Valley Bar Association is a State Bar of California MCLE 
approved provider. To register for an event listed on this page, please 
contact Linda at (818) 227-0490, ext. 105 or events@sfvba.org.
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